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 Abstract 

Collecting Occupant Presence Data for Use in Energy 
Management of Commercial Buildings 

 

Benjamin Tarr Rosenblum 

Master of Science in Architecture 

University of California, Berkeley 

Professor Charles C. Benton, Chair 

 
Occupant presence data, a record of where, when and by whom a building is occupied, can be an 
asset in managing energy consumption in commercial buildings. This thesis develops a 
framework for evaluating sources of occupant presence data for use in energy management. The 
project starts with a classification of potential occupant data sources using characteristics 
relevant to energy management, such as spatial and temporal granularity. This inventory also 
addresses the degree to which data sources might characterize occupant groups from the low 
granularity of trend and binary occupied status, to occupant count, to high granularity occupant 
identity, preference, and activity information. Potential occupant data sources are then correlated 
to particular energy management strategies. As a practical assessment of this correlation 
framework several occupant data sources were evaluated in field studies at two office sites in 
Northern California. At one site purpose-built data sources were installed at workstations while 
the other relied on existing, found, network-based data sources. This project’s survey and 
classification of occupant data sources, along with evaluation in the field of installed and existing 
network-based data sources, can serve as a reference for building energy managers and service 
providers on collecting occupant data for use in energy management of commercial buildings.
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1. Introduction 
 
Buildings are not static entities, but respond in real time to varying conditions. Over the last 
decade, the temporal resolution of whole building energy use has moved from once-a-month 
manual meter readings of largely whole building data toward 15-minute interval data measured 
by smart meters. Submeters are becoming more common, providing energy use data at the 
system and zone scale. These data can be integrated into analysis and visualization tools that 
allow building managers to detect excess energy consumption and the effect of energy 
conservation efforts. For several decades, Building Automation Systems (BAS) have gathered 
real-time data from the outdoor environment as well as heating and cooling systems and the 
indoor spaces they serve, allowing motivated building managers to diagnose building operations 
problems and adjust controls to real-time conditions. This movement toward continuous 
performance monitoring, fault detection, diagnostics, and controls offers a means to increase 
efficiency of heating, cooling, lighting, and plug load systems. Since buildings consume energy 
to meet the comfort and activity needs of occupants at any given moment, further energy 
efficiency can be gained by directly responding to occupant presence patterns, including 
occupant location, identity, activities, and preferences. Occupant presence data is typically not 
incorporated into energy management, primarily due to the difficulty in attaining data at the 
spatial and temporal granularity needed to make the data relevant to energy decisions. Typically 
commercial building energy and facility managers only interact with occupants by logging and 
responding to occupant complaints. Energy management that actively and properly integrates 
occupant presence data could adjust systems for heating, cooling, lighting, ventilation, and 
personal equipment to meet the needs of occupants when they are present. Energy simulations 
could better predict future building energy consumption with the incorporation of more granular 
and accurate occupant presence data. With occupant presence data integrated into energy-related 
decisions, occupants could be more aware of when and how their activities affect energy use. If 
identity information is recorded, such activity assessment could occur on an individual basis and 
systems could respond directly to the particular preferences of individuals. Gathering and 
integrating occupant presence data into energy management could lead to substantial energy 
savings while maintaining comfortable conditions.  
 
Occupant information could be valuable not only to building managers for diagnostics and 
controls, but also to occupants in personal information systems, such as energy dashboards, that 
engage occupants to help them improve their decisions. Accessing real-time occupant 
information can simultaneously contribute to building manager-driven energy anomaly detection, 
diagnostics and controls strategies, as well as to occupant decisions about personal energy use. 
Occupants with actionable records about their personal presence and activity patterns are better 
positioned to make informed decisions about how they use energy. How such data are integrated 
with energy management depends on each scenario and whether is makes more sense for 
occupants or an energy manager to make decisions about the use of HVAC, lighting, and other 
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equipment. Generally occupants prefer to have some level of control over when systems are 
turned on, but systems can be set to turn off automatically when occupancy decreases. Concerns 
of occupant privacy should be considered when gathering occupant presence data and therefore 
methods of collecting data should, when possible, allow for the option of anonymity. Ultimately, 
occupant information should be gathered in order to improve occupant comfort and the 
experience of the built environment, while at the same time optimizing energy consumption. 
 
In order to effectively integrate occupant presence data into energy management, it is necessary 
to assess the differences between the data gathered from one source and the data gathered from 
another. There have been a number of research studies that have surveyed, compared, and 
contrasted different technology solutions for gathering occupant location information. These 
studies have largely discussed ways of gathering occupant information within the context of non-
energy management purposes. They have focused on forward thinking network-based solutions, 
as opposed to more conventional approaches that are more common in energy management such 
as passive infrared (PIR) or ultrasonic sensors. Hightower and Borriello (2001) compared 
technology solutions including GPS, active badging, and smart floors, amongst others, defining 
each data source based on a series of criteria, such as spatial accuracy and precision, scale, cost, 
and limitations. In this study, the Global Positioning System (GPS), a common navigation and 
locating system largely for outdoor use, for example, is defined as having a spatial accuracy of 1 
to 5 meters at a precision of 95% to 99%. This means, therefore, that GPS can locate a person or 
object within a narrow spatial range in close to 100% of measurements – it is highly accurate and 
highly precise. Hightower and Borriello (2001) discuss other criteria, such as defining if the 
technology provides physical or symbolic location information. For example, GPS provides a 
physical location at a certain latitude and longitude, while infrared (IR) active badging, on the 
other hand, provides symbolic information, such as whether a person or object is located within a 
particular room. A symbolic location could be in the building lobby, or sitting in an office chair. 
Active badging requires an individual to wear a badge that communicates with sensors in a room. 
It does not define where the room is in the building, only if there is a person in the room.  
 
LaMarca and de Lara (2008) also provide a thorough review of numerous technologies, 
including GPS, cellular-based systems, and wireless network-based systems using criteria for 
evaluation such as infrastructure cost, accuracy, method for proximity sensing, privacy, and 
potential applications for locating systems. LaMarca and de Lara (2008) include a thorough 
comparison of different methods for locating wireless devices in relation to access points, such 
as RF fingerprinting, triangulation, and closest access point measurements. Koppers (2010) has 
created a useful web-based tool to compare network-base solutions, but it also does not present 
occupant data sources within an energy management framework.  
 
While studies such as Hightower and Borriello (2001), LaMarca and de Lara (2008), and 
Koppers (2010) provide thorough investigations of occupant locating technology, criteria for 
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evaluation do not include other qualities more particular to energy management such as occupied 
status or occupant count.  Occupant count, for example, is very relevant to energy management 
strategies, such as setting building ventilation rates, and involves aggregating “symbolic” 
location information of groups of occupants. There have been numerous studies of particular 
sources of occupant presence data in relation to energy management strategies. For example, 
(Erickson et al. 2009), assesses one technology, camera-based people counters, describing 
occupant count data used to carry out a particular energy management strategy, in this case 
ventilation controls. Data criteria that are less relevant for that particular strategy, such as the 
identity of occupants, or occupied status, might not be thoroughly discussed though.  
 
There are thorough literature sources that survey energy management strategies to improve 
commercial building operations performance, but these sources do not thoroughly describe how 
to integrate occupant presence data into energy management. The Energy Management 
Handbook, for example, provides an overview of the organizational structure and potential 
strategies for energy management; the handbook discusses assessing the typical occupancy hours 
of buildings and the use of potential occupancy sensors for lighting and HVAC controls, yet does 
not review candidate occupant data sources for use in building performance monitoring and 
controls (Doty and Turner 2009). Linking particular energy efficient building operations to 
particular sources of occupant presence data could offer potential low cost and no cost 
improvements in building energy performance while maintaining comfortable indoor 
environment conditions. 
 
This thesis is based on the underlying premise that a convergence between energy management 
and information technology is practically inevitable over the next decade and that the 
relationship between occupant behavior and energy efficiency will change as a result of new 
networked systems and easy access to archived data. Networking convergence will likely not 
originate solely for energy purposes, but will lead to more easily accessible forms of occupant 
data that can support new strategies for energy management. A ubiquitous sensing environment 
may possibly recognize where and what we are doing, predict what we are about to do, and use 
these data to create low energy, comfortable environments while offering occupants local control 
over equipment when desired. While envisioning a future of heavily networked buildings, this 
paper is grounded in assessing the relationship in the current day between energy management 
and occupant data and how the integration of occupant data can improve current energy 
management. Occupant presence data can be incorporated into all levels of energy management, 
energy performance monitoring, and assessment from human-in-the-loop fault detection and 
diagnostics, to energy simulation and building controls.  
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2. Statement of the Problem 
 
Commercial buildings can be more energy efficient if occupant location, identity, and activity 
data were better integrated into energy management practices There would be less energy waste 
if systems are off or throttled back when spaces are unoccupied or have fewer occupants. In one 
study, the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) identified approximately 30% energy savings 
in an assessment of commercial buildings using occupancy sensors to control lighting in 
commercial buildings (EPRI 1994). The extent of energy savings can vary widely though based 
on the building type, the type and accuracy of the technology deployed to gather occupant 
presence data, and the systems controlled using occupancy sensors. Energy managers and other 
decision makers are often unaware of the technology options for gathering occupant presence 
data, which vary depending on the energy management strategies they intend to carry out. 
Previous research studies have evaluated one or two specific technologies, such as CO2 sensors, 
camera-based people counters, or PIR sensors, within the context of particular energy 
management strategies. Prior studies about specific occupant presence technologies use various 
terminology to define the characteristics of occupant data needed for energy management. There 
is therefore a need to define a standard terminology to classify occupant presence data sources 
based on characteristics relevant for use in energy management. While there have been numerous 
past studies of particular occupant data sources, there has not been, to my knowledge, a survey of 
the different occupant presence data source options in relation to different energy management 
strategies in order to assess the advantages and limitations of each. There have been several 
thorough past studies surveying, comparing, and contrasting technology solutions for gathering 
occupant presence data, but this research has not defined sources of occupant presence data in 
relation to energy management. Prior studies surveying sources of occupant location 
information, such as Hightower and Borriello (2001) and LaMarca and de Lara (2008) discuss 
network-based solutions, but do not compare these solutions with more typical installed 
occupancy sensors, such as passive infrared motion sensors, used in energy management. 
Technologies in studies such as LaMarca and de Lara (2008) are instead discussed within the 
context of non-energy management purposes such as navigation, location-aware advertising, and 
emergency services. There is a compelling need to further assess the potential advantages of 
network-based location tracking solutions within the context of current energy management 
approaches as well as to speculate on effective future applications of occupant presence data in 
energy management. A clear framework for comparing and contrasting occupant data sources in 
relation to energy management is needed to discuss current technology and lay the groundwork 
for future evaluations of future technology solutions.  
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3. Objectives and Scope 
 
The primary objective of this thesis is to describe and identify occupant presence data that can be 
integrated into energy management and to compare and contrast the characteristics of occupant 
presence data provided by a variety of occupant data sources in terms relevant to energy 
management. This thesis aims to fill in a gap in research related to occupant presence data by 
surveying and classifying potential occupant presence data sources and linking them to particular 
energy management strategies. This process includes establishing a terminology for discussing 
occupant presence data sources since there is lack of agreement in the energy management field 
about how to define occupant characteristics provided by occupant data sources. This thesis 
focuses on the collection of data, the type of data gathered, and posits how that data can then be 
applied to energy management. While it also introduces the need for further data processing and 
archiving in order to efficiently apply the gathered occupant data, a more careful study of 
processing and archiving falls outside of the current scope.  
 
This thesis seeks to establish a framework for energy managers and other decision makers to 
better understand occupant location, presence, and activity patterns in buildings. This framework 
can also help decision makers to better utilize occupant data to assess energy performance in 
relation to occupant behavior, understand how occupant presence affects energy consumption, 
and use occupant data to mitigate energy waste through both behavior change and improved 
controls. The framework seeks to map and link compatible occupant data sources with particular 
energy management strategies and test scenarios of several data sources in the field. This thesis 
is not intended to provide a comprehensive analysis of all potential sources of occupant 
information and their compatibility with energy management strategies, but instead seeks to 
establish a methodology for characterizing occupant data sources for energy management, and to 
apply it to a select range of specific sources and systems, to demonstrate how these methods can 
then be expanded upon in future studies.   
 
In order to meet the primary objective of describing occupant presence data in relation to energy 
management, I carried out five separate phases of inquiry, with each phase building upon the 
conclusions and results of the earlier phases. Phase one defined the different characteristics and 
qualities of occupant presence data. In Phase two, energy management strategies are described 
that might benefit from the availability of occupant presence data. I describe the characteristics 
of occupant data needed for each energy management practice, drawing on past research studies 
and discussions with experts in the field. At the end of phase two is a new summary chart of 
characteristics needed to effectively carry out energy management strategies. In phase three, a 
broad spectrum of occupant data sources are identified, compared, and contrasted in relation to 
the types of occupant presence data they provide, again reviewing relevant literature as 
background. At the end of phase three is a new summary chart of characteristics provided by 
occupant presence data sources. In phase four, I then carry out field studies of several occupant 
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presence data sources in order to demonstrate and refine the occupant presence data 
characteristics established in phase three and to further develop a framework for characterizing 
data sources in relation to relevant energy management strategies. In phase five, I conclude by 
establishing a framework for assessing the compatibility between particular data sources and 
energy management strategies, using the same visual format as the summary charts in phases two 
and three. I then demonstrate the framework by applying it to the field study scenarios. 
 
4. Phase One: Defining the Characteristics of Occupant Presence Data 
 
4.1 Introduction and Approach 
 
Occupant presence data embodies traces of location patterns, identity, and location-specific 
actions of occupants that impact energy consumption. When occupant identity information is 
known, occupant preference data can then be integrated to personalize indoor environmental 
conditions. Occupant presence data can serve as a proxy for the actual patterns and actions of an 
occupant or group of occupants since currently it is not technically possible to capture the actual 
patterns of each person in a building as they move from one room to another from when they 
arrive to when they leave. If we had a 100% accurate video of each person’s day as they moved 
through a building, with an accompanying audio track conveying each person’s feelings and 
preferences, then we could potentially respond perfectly to the actions and needs of people in 
buildings in order to maintain comfortable conditions while keeping energy consumption to a 
minimum. Unfortunately, even observed data, where one person is recording the activity and 
location of another, as well as self-logged data, can have an element of error and variations in 
interpretation of events.   
 
Since we don’t have a perfect record of occupant presence, when discussing energy 
management, it is necessary to dissect occupant presence into levels of resolution in order to 
discuss what data are useful to specific energy management practices. It can be costly to try to 
collect a full picture of occupant presence and at times it is also impractical, since many energy 
management strategies can be carried out with only a semi-accurate picture of occupant 
presence. It is then necessary to define information that is most relevant to particular energy 
management practices. In this thesis, I define levels of resolution of occupant presence data in 
terms appropriate for the data requirements of specific energy management strategies.  
Describing occupant presence data involves the use of three categories of resolution: temporal 
granularity, occupant resolution, and spatial accuracy. Each category of resolution for occupant 
presence data has a particular degree of precision, or the percent of time that a given resolution is 
accurately achieved.  Resolution levels for occupant presence data have been referred to by 
various terms in past studies surveying occupant data sources. Hightower and Borriello (2001) 
discuss spatial accuracy both in terms of physical measurements, such as a meter or a foot, and 
symbolic measurements, such as the scale of a room. The resolutions have also been discussed, 
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using various terms, to describe particular occupant data sources in relation to energy 
management. Studies such as Tiller et al. (2010) discuss the need for occupied status information 
for lighting controls, and studies such as Erickson et al. (2009) refer to occupant count in relation 
to ventilation controls. In the following section I establish terms to describe occupant presence 
data, drawing upon discussions during my collaboration with Ryan Melfi and Ken Christensen  
of the University of South Florida and Bruce Nordman of the Lawrence Berkeley National  
Lab (Melfi et al.).  
 
4.2 Temporal Granularity 
 
Temporal granularity is defined as the level of detail in terms of time. While temporal granularity 
of data can be segmented in many ways, in order to match commonly used energy data 
resolution, segments from low resolution to high resolution are: 
 

• One	  month	  
• One hour  
• 30 minutes 
• 1 to 15 minutes 
• Real-time (either active or on detection) 
 

4.3 Occupant Resolution 
 
Occupant resolution runs from low resolution, where we have only a small amount of 
information about occupants, to high resolution, where we have a good sense of what occupants 
are doing and perhaps even indirectly what they desire. If only occupant trends or occupied 
status is known, the occupant resolution is fairly low, while occupant count implies medium 
resolution and occupant identity high resolution. Occupant resolution categories are as follows: 
 

• Occupant Trend: A general pattern of increasing or decreasing occupant presence. 
• Occupied Status: A binary indication of whether a space is occupied or unoccupied. 

An occupied building or part of a building has one or more occupants in it.  
• Occupant Count: The number of people in a building or zone. 
• Occupant Identity: An accounting of who is in a building or zone, possibly including 

their names and other personal information. If occupant identity is known, then 
individual occupant preference information, such as what the people in a building or 
zone prefer in terms of lighting, heating, cooling, and ventilation conditions, can be 
applied by controls systems.  

• Occupant Activity: What individual occupants are doing in the building or zone. 
Possibly they are turning on a computer, sitting down, or walking over to a window to 
pull down a shade or open a window.	  
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4.4 Spatial Accuracy 
 
Spatial accuracy, or location accuracy, defines the level of detail of occupant data in terms of 
where people are located in a building. Spatial accuracy from low resolution to high resolution 
is: 
 

• Whole building  
• Floor 
• Zone 
• Room 
• Personal or workstation 
 

4.5 Discussion 
 
Occupant presence can be described using occupant identity, location, and actions related to 
establishing location. Occupant presence is a subset of occupant behavior, which includes a 
broader spectrum of actions of occupants, in response to internal or external stimuli or inputs  
that may or may not relate directly to establishing location. It is worth clarifying the term 
presence in relation to behavior, since much of what is often described in the literature as energy 
waste caused by occupant behavior is specific to actions taken, or not taken, when establishing 
presence and absence. For instance, turning a computer on when arriving at a desk and forgetting 
to turn off the computer when leaving are actions, or lack thereof, related to establishing 
presence and absence. Working at the computer for five hours as opposed to two hours is not 
directly related to establishing presence or absence. Collecting occupant presence data, 
particularly occupant identity, can also simplify the collection of personal or group preference 
data that is specific to a location. If the identity and location of occupants are known, a space can 
be programmed to meet preferences.  
 
 
5. Phase Two: Describing Relevant Energy Management Strategies 
 
5.1 Introduction and Approach 
 
It is 8:49am on a cold winter morning and a person is driving toward her office. Her office 
building senses that she is ten minutes away from entering the building. The building also knows 
the person’s historical behavior and location patterns and knows that typically when the person 
arrives at the building, she goes straight to her office. The building begins adjusting the person’s 
private office to her preferred temperature set point, and at 8:59am, the person enters the 
building, walks up the stairs to the third floor, and enters her private office and flips on the 
lights. She sits down at her desk. Localized heating is supplied from her chair immediately after 
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she sits down to supplement room-level heating as it increases to the desired set point. She turns 
on her computer. Twenty minutes later she walks down the hall to chat with a coworker. Her 
office lights dim and then turn off a few minutes later, the computer goes to sleep, and the 
localized heating supply shuts off. She comes back a few minutes later, opens the blinds to let 
more light in, and sits down to get to work. Each time she leaves for more than a few minutes, 
systems adjust or turn off. The occupant can restore some systems manually while others resume 
automatically when the occupant is present. Throughout the day, the occupant has access to a 
personal report of her energy use in relation to her location and activities. She is given 
suggestions of how to dress for the next day’s weather, and reminders such as when it might be a 
good time to open the blinds to use less electrical light, to take the stairs instead of the elevator, 
and to remove her phone from the outlet after it is fully charged. She has access to a communal 
network site to see how other coworkers are using energy and to make suggestions of how the 
office can run more efficiently. When she leaves for the day, systems that she forgot to shut down 
turn off automatically. But this is the day of just one person. The building is reacting in a dance 
with hundreds of office workers throughout the day, both responding to individual patterns and 
aggregating individual patterns to tune zone-level systems for shared spaces. The workers are 
aware of how much energy they are using, and when everyone leaves for the day, the building 
goes into sleep mode, waking up when the next workday begins to start the process again of 
working hand in hand with occupant presence patterns. 
 
This is the potential future relationship between energy operations and occupants. With a 
combination of human-in-the-loop assessment (where decision makers analyze energy use and 
adjust systems accordingly) and automated controls, this occupant-based energy management 
scenario requires occupant presence data with high spatial and temporal resolution, algorithms to 
predict occupant presence patterns, and a database to store that information. In this building of 
the future, when the building’s energy manager then decides to carry out a heating equipment 
retrofit, they can take the history of occupant presence data and input it into the building energy 
simulation, along with weather data, to produce an accurate prediction of changes to internal 
gains and energy savings.  
 
This is not even close to the way most buildings currently actually run. Generally there is little 
connection between building operations, energy management, and occupant data. A substantial 
portion of energy consumption in commercial buildings results from systems that operate when 
occupants are not present and systems that are not adjusted to accurately respond to occupant 
presence patterns. Current best practices in energy management often entail adjusting whole 
building HVAC schedules on the basis of assumptions about periods of high occupancy during 
the daytime on weekdays and periods of low occupancy at night and during the weekends. But 
these assumptions may not be accurate, depending on the building, and can’t account for the 
unpredictable high spatial and temporal occupancy changes that occur throughout each day.  
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There is much larger energy savings to be gained from systems and equipment that respond 
directly to measured occupant presence data, as opposed to assumptions about periods of 
occupancy. Each building has a unique set of occupant patterns that affect energy consumption, 
and when they are measured properly they can serve as inputs to adjust systems like ventilation, 
at the zone level, and equipment such as task lights, at the workstation level. Karl Okulove, 
Global Energy Manager at Cushman & Wakefield, manages energy programs for many of the 
Adobe Systems properties. Mr. Okulove states that ultimately sound energy management 
involves first changing the culture of the corporate office environment so people are aware of the 
importance of decreasing energy use and are more comfortable sharing personal information. 
People see their personal office space as private space. Mr. Okulove notes that recognizing 
privacy concerns about sharing occupant information can help energy management successfully 
achieve substantial energy savings from integrating occupant presence data with automated 
control of building systems. Mr. Okulove also sees the need for a cultural change leading to more 
open communication between the corporate office energy management and IT departments, 
allowing for a balance between network security concerns and energy management strategies 
(Okulove 2011).  
 
Statistics on the effects of occupant presence vary greatly from building to building and there is 
often little understanding for any given building of the direct correlation between occupant 
presence patterns and energy waste. Measured data at high spatial and temporal resolution can 
reveal unique patterns. In one study by Nobe et al. (2002), the occupied status of 240 
workstations was measured with occupancy sensors; the average workstation was unoccupied for 
70% of the workday. In another study, (Bauman and McClintock 1993) found that occupants 
were away from their desks 25% to 30% of the time they’re working. There are numerous 
opportunities to tune equipment and systems to better reflect occupancy, and these offer the 
potential to decrease energy consumption while maintaining occupant comfort.  

 

 
Figure 1: Percent of time that 240 workstations were occupied over the course of one week. All seven 
days of a week are stacked on top of each other. Source: (Nobe et al. 2002) 
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The following section is a survey of energy management strategies that can benefit from further 
integration with occupant presence data. Each energy management strategy summary includes 
relevant research studies and a description of the occupant, temporal and spatial resolutions 
needed, as defined in phase one, to effectively carry out the strategy. This review focuses on 
energy management strategies pertaining to occupied status and occupant count that are most 
applicable to the current state of energy management in commercial buildings, while touching on 
the uses of the more high resolution occupant characteristics such as occupant activity, identity, 
and preference that will define energy management as it converges with information technology.  
 
The survey of energy management strategies is grouped into three categories. The first category 
is Assessing Energy Performance. These are methods of assessing the energy performance of 
commercial building operations in relation to occupant presence data. This includes ways of 
visualizing occupant data in relation to energy consumption and energy demand data in order to 
assess current energy consumption and improve energy efficiency. The second category is 
Optimizing Automated Controls. These are ways of optimizing the controls of building systems 
and operations by integrating occupant presence data. These include lighting, ventilation, 
heating, cooling, and equipment controls. The third category is Energy Simulation. These are 
approaches to using simulation with occupant presence data to improve automated controls and 
assess the energy performance of current buildings in relation to future retrofits, as well as the 
performance of new construction. At the end of this phase, a new summary chart, organized on 
the basis of these three groups, is introduced that describes the occupant characteristics needed to 
effectively implement each energy management strategy. 

 
5.2 Assessing energy performance 

 
Energy analysis methods offer energy managers a means to identify excessive building 

energy consumption, assess energy performance, track current energy savings from energy 
efficiency measures, and predict future energy savings. Assessing energy performance is a step 
that often comes both before and after manual adjustments and programming changes to 
automated control systems to improve energy performance. Energy analysis methods are 
generally used by energy managers to assess the energy impact of systems, and in some cases, 
can be used by occupants to directly assess their own energy impact. Most building energy 
consumption, such as lighting use, computer use, or ventilation, tends to be directly dependent on 
occupancy. As a result, as occupancy decreases, generally energy consumption should also 
decrease. It must be kept in mind though that some energy consumption, such as hot water 
circulation or emergency systems, needs to operate regardless of occupancy. 

 

There are four primary plot and chart types that are most useful in energy analysis integrated 
with occupant presence data. These are time-series plots, carpet plots, scatter plots, and bar 
charts. In time-series plots, time is expressed on the x-axis and building, system, or end use load 
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is expressed on the y-axis. In carpet plots, days of week are shown on the x-axis and time of day 
is shown on the y-axis. Intensity of building, system, or end use load, or operating schedule can 
be color-coded to reveal operational patterns. In a scatter plot, or x-y plot, loads, the dependent 
variable, can be plotted directly versus an independent variable, such as occupancy. In this case, 
each dot represents energy load at a particular occupancy for a certain period of time. A bar chart 
is generally used to show accumulated energy consumption over a period of time. 

 

Load profiling: current best practice energy analysis approach 

 

Load profiling is a visual check of plots to see if the daily or weekly load shape matches assumed 
patterns of performance at certain times of day and week. Assumptions about occupancy 
patterns, what might be described as whole building conjectures, are usually based on personal 
experience as opposed to measured occupant presence data, and these are often used to set whole 
building system schedules. In the current day, whole building conjectures help establish binary 
system schedules—where 1 is occupied and 0 is unoccupied—and there is rarely a tapered 
schedule to account for gradual increases or decreases in occupant count. Prior studies, such as 
Piette and Khalsa (1998) have described the load shape of a time series plot for an energy-
efficient office building where business hours are Monday through Friday from 9am to 5pm. 
Figure 2a shows power, time of day, and day of year for a typical Northern California office 
building. Figure 2b shows the power, or load shape, for every day on the same plot, as if Figure 
2a was flattened into a 2d graph, in order to clearly show the difference between ideal weekday 
and weekend energy consumption resulting from setting operating schedules to match weekday 
and weekend assumed occupancy patterns. In these graphs, time of day and time of week are 
used as proxies for occupancy. For example, if at 8pm, power is high, but at 8pm occupancy is 
assumed to be low, then the building is not running efficiently and changes to building 
operations are necessary.  

  
Figure 2a (left): 3D time series carpet plot. The turquoise axis shows days of the year, the yellow axis 
shows hours of the day, and the y-axis shows whole-building Power. Source: (Piette and Khalsa 1998) 
Figure 2b (right): The x-axis shows time of day and the y-axis shows whole-building Power. Source: 
Piette et al. 1998 (Piette and Khalsa 1998) 
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If energy consumption data are not available for a particular system or end-use, system on/off 
and run times can be used as a proxy for energy use. In Figure 3a on the left below, ventilation 
fans at a loading dock were running 24 hours. It was established that fans could run only during 
truck arrival times between 5:30am and 8:00pm without endangering the health of building 
occupants. After adjusting the fan-operating schedule to match the approximate time period that 
trucks are using the loading dock, the building achieved energy savings of 25,000 kWh per year 
and increased the lifetime of the fan equipment. The image below (right), Figure 3b, is a carpet 
plot of a building fan operating schedule adjusted based on whole building conjectures, where 
systems are on during typical office building daytime work hours and off at night and on 
weekends.    
 

   
Figure 3a (left): Time series plot showing the fan-operating schedule before the operating schedule 
change (blue line) and after the operating schedule change (red line). Numbers 1 through 6 are days of the 
week. Source: EnerNOC 
Figure 3b (right): Carpet plot of HVAC operating schedule. Day of week runs along the x-axis and time 
of day runs along the y-axis. Time that equipment is on is in yellow. Source: (Neumann and Jacob 2010) 
 
In its most basic case, energy loads over time should be low during days and times of week when 
occupancy is low (Piette and Khalsa 1998). While load profiling is an effective energy analysis 
method, more detailed analysis can be gained by assessing energy use in relation to measured 
occupant presence data, what I refer to as load shape compared to occupancy.  

 
Load shape compared to occupancy  

 
Load shape compared to occupancy can be visualized using a time series overlay of binary, 
occupant trend, or count data on a demand trend. The granularity of energy analysis depends on 
the temporal and spatial resolution of both the energy data and the occupant presence data and 
when possible it is best to work with energy and occupant presence data with the same temporal 
and spatial resolution. A load shape is the plotted shape resulting from a variation in building or 
system-level power, or demand (kW), over a period of time. As an alternative, occupancy can be 
plotted against accumulated energy consumption (kWh). Carpet plots of total energy, electrical, 
heating, or cooling consumption can also be viewed adjacent to carpet plots of occupant presence 
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data to identify similar patterns. Directly overlaying occupant data on load shape offers a more 
informative version of load profiling. The energy load can be then assessed directly in relation to 
measured occupant data as opposed to only in relation to a general assumption of occupied 
hours. Data can be plotted for only a single 24-hour period or for an entire week to reveal 
differences between weekday and weekend patterns. The most useful type of occupant presence 
data for comparing energy consumption to occupancy is occupant count since it can account for 
the gradual increase or decline of occupants over time in a building. Figure 4 below shows a 
trend for occupant count and power for a 24-hour workweek. At 8am there are around 50 people, 
100 people at 10am, and 350 people by 11am. Around lunch time there is a dip in occupant count 
and then a peak around 3pm before tapering off at 6pm. An ideal energy load shape of building, 
system, or end use should show peaks and valleys in relation to occupant count data (or occupant 
trend data) since as the number of people decreases, energy consumption should generally also 
decrease. In this example, whole building load tracks reasonably well with occupancy, although 
there appears to be potential to decrease energy use between 6am and 10am. Further 
investigation might show that HVAC system settings could be adjusted to ramp up a little bit 
later in the morning. There also might be an opportunity to better reflect the lunchtime 
occupancy dip—possibly increased lighting controls could decrease overhead lighting energy 
consumption from noon to 1pm. A more careful look at the lighting end use energy data 
compared to occupancy might reveal potential energy savings.  

 

 
Figure 4: Power vs. occupant count for a 24-hour period at a commercial building. 
 
While only a binary measurement provides some information, it may not make sense to have 
systems running until the very moment that the last people leave a building for the day. Suppose, 
for example, that there may be only 3 people in a building at 6pm, energy consumption could be 
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high and from the plot this would appear satisfactory as binary occupied status is 1, when in fact 
a huge amount of energy is be consumed to serve the needs of only 3 people. The binary signal 
of occupied status becomes more useful when the spatial resolution of the occupant presence 
data becomes higher, for example if load shape is being compared to occupancy at the spatial 
accuracy of a room. If lighting energy consumption is known for a shared office space with 5 
people, graphing energy consumption in relation to only occupied status may be sufficient as the 
lights will likely need to be on even if only 1 person is in the office.  
 
An adjustment of a system operations schedule is often a low cost to no cost solution compared 
to energy efficiency measures such as equipment replacement. Therefore this is often a first step 
in commissioning efforts carried out by energy managers and service providers. In poorly 
performing buildings, human-in-the-loop energy analysis relating energy use to occupant 
presence data can yield immediate and straightforward energy coast savings. 

 
Simple Tracking: Energy use per occupant over time 
 
If occupant count is known for a building, room, or space, metrics for measuring building 
performance can be reconfigured to assess energy use in relation to occupancy. Energy use can 
be normalized by calculating energy consumption per occupant over time, as an alternative to the 
more typical metric of energy consumption per unit area (per square foot for example). Ideally 
energy consumption per occupant over time for a given building should remain fairly constant, 
likely dropping in the middle of the day when occupancy is highest. A building can be compared 
to a benchmark of similar buildings, commonly referred to as cross-sectional benchmarking, 
using the metric of energy use per occupant. Separating out energy use per occupant during 
daytime hours, nighttime, and weekend hours can provide further insights into energy 
consumption patterns and improve the ability to assess building energy performance and 
compare a building’s energy performance to that of similar buildings.  
 
Generally, simple tracking is sufficient with both energy consumption data (in kWh or kBtu) and 
average occupant count at a temporal granularity of one week or one month, as opposed to load 
shape versus occupancy that, as discussed earlier is more appropriate for analysis of daytime, 
nighttime, and weekend changes. Simple tracking can be viewed as a bar chart showing 
accumulated energy use per occupant over one-month intervals as in the example for a 
commercial building below. In the following example, there appears to have been major 
occupancy related energy savings measures during the months of March and April.  
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Figure 5: Energy use per occupant per month for a commercial building.  
 
Energy use vs. occupancy 
 
The relationship of occupancy and energy data can be assessed with a scatter plot. In a scatter 
plot, loads are plotted directly in relation to occupancy where each dot represents energy load at 
a particular occupancy level for a certain period of time such as an hour. Energy, or as an 
alternative, power, is the dependent variable and occupancy is the independent variable. In 
energy use vs. occupancy, a high performing building should have low energy consumption 
when occupancy is low. The plot should flatten out at a fairly low occupancy, so that as 
occupancy further increases, energy consumption, or power, remains level as in Figure 6.  

  
Figure 6: Scatter plot of power vs. occupancy at 1-hour intervals. 
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Personal or System Energy Efficiency Tracking 
 
Depending on the system, the person assessing energy use and making subsequent adjustments 
could be an occupant. For example, a person is sitting at an office workstation and forgets to turn 
equipment off including his computer, computer monitor and task lights. Information about 
personal occupancy, including how much energy a person has used during unoccupied times can 
be supplied directly to occupants. Occupant presence data could be in the form of personal 
binary occupancy status information. Personal energy use data can then be viewed in bar chart 
form, separating out energy used during unoccupied times adjacent to energy used during 
occupied times. Metrics can be viewed at a system level for either one person or for one space by 
accounting for the percentage of time that systems are on when space is unoccupied to better 
understand energy waste.  

 

 
Figure 7: Personal energy efficiency tracking for one occupant during a workday. 

 
Archiving occupant presence data 
 
Archived occupant presence data can allow for periodic assessments of the success of controls 
adjustments. In lighting controls for example, when occupancy presence data is available from 
sensors it is typically not gathered and archived, as there is an assumption that the system is 
performing as intended. Archived data allow energy managers to test accuracy and evaluate the 
effects of controls adjustments to discover if decreases in energy consumption result from the 
controls change or from a change in occupancy (if indeed the sensors are performing correctly). 
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5.3 Optimizing automated controls  
 
Once energy waste is detected during assessments of energy performance, one strategy is to 
further automate system controls. Assessments of energy consumption during occupied and 
unoccupied times can help energy managers choose to automate system controls or rely on 
occupant participation to decrease energy consumption. Occupancy-based system controls are 
those that adjust in real time to changes in occupied status, occupant count, occupant location or 
occupant identity. Automated system controls decrease the need for human-in-the-loop decision-
making and manual adjustments. While not a standard practice, systems can also respond in real 
time to whomever is in a space and what his or her preferences are. Different systems, such as 
lighting, ventilation, heating and cooling, and plug loads, require different types of occupant 
information in order to use the least amount of energy while providing comfortable indoor 
conditions. The controls of ventilation, heating and cooling systems tend to be automated since 
they rely on not only occupant presence data, but also other data inputs such as outdoor air 
temperature. Plug load and lighting energy consumption can be decreased using occupant 
sensing-based automated controls, but in some cases substantial savings have been achieved by 
motivating occupants to manually turn systems off when they leave a space.  

 
Lighting: Room-level and open floor plan 

 
Occupancy-based automated controls for lighting have been common in commercial buildings 
for the last two decades. The EPRI notes approximately 30% energy savings from the correct use 
of occupancy sensors to control lighting levels in typical commercial buildings (EPRI 1994). 
Studies have shown that savings are largely dependent on the particular peak and average 
occupancy times and therefore can vary from 25% to 75%. Savings, for example, will be much 
greater in spaces that are seldom occupied and, prior to occupant-based controls, had a high 
percentage of hours with lights on when the space was unoccupied (EPRI 1994). Some studies, 
such as Richman (1994), have also determined that energy savings depend largely on the 
availability of daylight in a room and the number of people in a room. More daylight means less 
time that electrical lights would be on prior to a controls change and more people sharing a room 
means less time that a room is completely unoccupied. Some lighting controls turn lights on 
when a person is in or moving toward a space and turn lights off when no occupants are sensed 
for a certain amount of time (possibly 15 minutes). Other lighting controls only turn lights off 
automatically and rely on occupants to manually turn lights on. The latter approach gives 
occupants a more active role and tends to save more energy as some occupants might prefer a 
space to be daylit only, or might prefer to use only task lights as opposed to overhead lights. 
More recent solutions such as the Adura mesh network technology can wirelessly adjust lighting 
ballasts individually or in zones within a room as opposed to only at the electrical power circuit 
level (Adura Technologies). Task lighting and daylighting can be worked into controls schemes 
so that when a task light is on or a space is daylit, overhead lights dim or turn off. Occupant data 
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sources with high spatial and temporal resolution could provide even more accurate solutions. 
Occupant identity and preference information could be integrated to improve the quality of a 
lighting experience. Some studies, such as Escuyer and Fontoynont (2001), have shown a 
preference for lower artificial lighting levels when daylighting is also available. Energy and 
comfort could be optimized in relation to daylight and solar gains with the integration of photo 
sensors to control automated shading or reminder systems to alert occupants working near 
windows when it makes sense to lower or raise shades to improve the indoor environment.  

 
Ventilation: whole building, zone and room-level 
 
Air flow rates for the majority of ventilation systems in commercial buildings in the U.S. are set 
on the basis of building code provisions that spring from maximum room and building 
occupancy scenarios (Erickson, Carreira-Perpinan, and Cerpa 2011, 1).  An alternative is 
demand-controlled ventilation, where the rate of outdoor air supplied to interior rooms is 
regulated in order to dilute the amount of pollutants emitted both from occupant presence and 
activities and from interior materials and surfaces. Minimum ventilation rates in code 
requirements are typically established on a per occupant basis so that air rates vary with the 
number of occupants in a room. Excessive ventilation rates are best avoided to limit energy 
waste (Fisk 2009, 3). Studies show energy savings of 15% to 25% of total commercial building 
energy use by setting ventilation rates based on the number of people in a space as opposed to 
fixed ventilation rates based on maximum occupancy (Erickson, Carreira-Perpinan, and Alberto 
E Cerpa 2011). On the occupant resolution scale, occupant count is most relevant to demand-
controlled ventilation, while some level of demand-controlled ventilation can be achieved with 
occupant trend data alone. The spatial resolution of occupant data is critical for demand-
controlled ventilation as it needs to match occupancy profiles with the same zone as the 
ventilation supply air in order to adjust to the appropriate ventilation rate. Temporal resolution is 
less critical as pollutant levels take time to decrease and therefore ventilation rates could remain 
higher immediately after a large number of occupants leave a room, adjusting after twenty 
minutes or so. 
 
Heating and cooling: whole building, zone, and room-level 
 
While demand-based ventilation is best driven by occupant count data, adjusting indoor 
temperature in relation to occupancy can be controlled effectively on the basis of occupied status 
data. If there is a conference room with ten people, the ventilation rate will need to be higher 
than if there are only two people, yet the temperature set point will remain the same whether 
there are ten people or two people, assuming air supply is distributed uniformly throughout the 
room. In some cases though, temperature control using occupant count data makes sense. If at 
7pm there are only 20 people in a building designed for hundreds, building set points could be 
relaxed with heat and cooling needs for the remaining population met by localized supply 
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systems. Heating and cooling energy consumption is also dependent on occupant count as more 
occupants result in higher internal gains. Adding ten people to a room previously occupied by 
two increases the internal gains, requiring more energy to reach the same cooling set point. The 
spatial resolution of occupant presence data can influence a heating or cooling controls strategy. 
While more of a research-level strategy that could become more common in the future, if the 
location of occupants at a conference room table can be identified, then localized cooling can be 
supplied only to the chairs where occupants are located, meeting comfort needs until room-level 
heating or cooling reaches set points. Without localized supply until set points are reached, 
ideally heating or cooling delivery would begin prior to people entering a space, as there is a 
time lag in order to reach set points. Some studies have explored methods for predicting if 
someone will enter a room (Erickson, Carreira-Perpinan, and Cerpa 2011). Another study found 
that for conference rooms in particular, one strategy is to continuously schedule meetings in 
certain conference rooms, keeping the percent of time a room is occupied high throughout the 
day for those conference rooms being used, while leaving other conference rooms vacant 
(Padmanabh et al. 2009). Energy savings from room-level heating and cooling in relation to 
occupancy is complicated, though, by the heat transfer between interior rooms. For example, if 
heating supply is shut off in one unoccupied conference room for two hours, and there is an 
adjacent fully occupied conference room that is heated, it will take more energy to heat the 
occupied room since there will be some heat loss to the unheated, unoccupied room, and energy 
savings may be minimal. Instead of completely shutting off heating or cooling supply, there may 
be more benefit from liberalizing set points when spaces are unoccupied. More research needs to 
be conducted to properly evaluate the effect of heat loss in unoccupied rooms on those rooms 
that are occupied.  
 
Personal ventilation, lighting, and plug loads 
 
As mentioned, an alternative solution can be to supply occupants with localized heating and 
cooling when they first enter a room until room-level heating and cooling reaches the desired set 
point. Studies such as Zhang, Arens, and Buchberger (2008) have shown that heating or cooling, 
or increased ventilation rates, on particular parts of the body locally, including the head, hands, 
and feet, can often achieve comfort levels more quickly and use less energy than room level 
changes. Occupied status or count data could be integrated to turn localized systems off when 
personal spaces are unoccupied. Occupant identity information could be used to supply 
conditions that meet personal preferences. 
 
Occupant presence data could also be integrated into controls and reminder systems for 
workstation plug loads. Numerous studies have shown that a large percentage of occupants leave 
computers and computer monitors running overnight, as well as when they leave their desk for 
shorter time intervals such as during lunch break. In one study of office computer power state 
during unoccupied times (Christensen et al. 2004), 54% of computers were on, 44% were off, 
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and less than 3% were in a sleep or power management mode. In a second study by the 
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL), 60% of desktop computers were on during 
nighttime hours (Roberson 2004). Significant energy savings would accrue by eliminating plug 
load energy consumption during unoccupied times. In a study of an office complex by the 
architecture firm HOK, 20% of nighttime base load energy consumption was attributed to 
computers that were powered on during unoccupied nighttime hours (Ciesla 2011). There are 
several barriers to powering down computers during unoccupied hours. Shutting down 
computers completely means unwanted rebooting time for occupants returning to their desks. 
Powering down completely also does not allow for occupants and an office’s IT department to 
access computers remotely from other locations for file sharing and maintenance. As a result, 
sleep mode is preferable to powering off and studies have shown that the difference in energy 
consumption between a computer that is powered down and one that is in sleep mode is 
insignificant. Research is underway to improve network connectivity during sleep mode, in order 
to remove that as a barrier; currently, when computers sleep they are dropped by routers (Reich 
2010). Most solutions propose “sleep proxying”, so that when a computer goes into sleep mode, 
network presence is transferred to a proxy that maintains connectivity and has the ability to wake 
up the computer when access is necessary. Occupant presence data could be used to identify 
when a person is at his desk, when he leaves, and when he returns. For this application, occupant 
resolution needs to be high, at the scale of each individual workstation, in order to be integrated 
into controls strategies. Higher temporal resolution data would allow controls to turn equipment 
off when a workstation is unoccupied for only ten or 15 minutes. In terms of occupant 
characteristics, control strategies would require occupied status information as opposed to 
occupant count information as generally only one person is using equipment at a workstation. 
 
5.4 Energy Simulation for energy assessment, prediction, and controls 
 
Energy modeling and simulation can be used to design low energy buildings, predict the energy 
consumption of retrofits to existing buildings, and to improve efficiency with model-predictive 
controls—where building controls are adjusted in real-time in response to optimal settings 
identified through simulation of the immediate future. There are two main methods of calculating 
energy consumption, the “forward approach,” which involves modeling HVAC systems and 
building design and is generally used for new construction, and the “inverse approach” which 
uses historical data to establish a baseline, is generally used for retrofits (Kwok and Lee 2011). 
Energy simulations attempt to accurately characterize building physical properties, thermal 
properties, climate conditions, occupant behavior patterns, and equipment in order to accurately 
model energy consumption. Occupant body heat greatly impacts building internal gains, and as a 
result cooling loads. Equipment use, often controlled by occupants, including computer monitors 
and lighting also increases internal gains. Accurately predicting occupant count, ideally at a 
spatial resolution closely related to HVAC zones, will improve the accuracy of energy models. 
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Estimating occupant activities such as pulling down or raising shades and opening or closing 
windows also greatly impacts estimates of thermal conditions.   
 
Modeling occupant presence and activities is a complex endeavor because people may or may 
not repeat behavior the same way each day. Meetings in conference rooms, work travel, and sick 
days mean that each individual office space might experience different numbers of people in 
different locations.  The behavior patterns of groups tend to follow more predictable patterns, but 
often deviate largely from an assumed fixed schedule of office occupancy describing workdays 
as 9am to 5pm with no nighttime or weekend occupancy. Predictions or real-time inputs of 
occupancy become even more useful when modeling commercial buildings prone to deviate 
from typical workday schedules. Classroom buildings in particular have highly variable 
occupancy, and in reality, many office buildings deviate drastically from assumed schedules. The 
energy profile for a large corporate office building with multinational corporations might involve 
spaces where occupants work 24 hours per day, seven days per week. Also, in reality, rooms, 
zones, and desks might be unoccupied even when buildings are near full capacity—in the 
Bauman and McClintock (1993) study discussed earlier, people are away from their desks 25% 
to 30% of the time during normal working hours. For energy simulation of future construction, 
since actual occupant data cannot be input, models at a zone or room-level spatial resolution, 
such as those developed by Page et al. (2008) that account for the natural ebb and flow of 
occupants through each day, have shown to lead to more accurate predictions of energy 
consumption. For energy simulation of existing buildings undergoing energy conservation 
measures, running a simulation model with actual real-time occupant presence data should lead 
to more accurate energy predictions, with occupant count as a particularly relevant input. Model-
predictive controls can also be more effective with real-time occupant count data input at the 
spatial resolution of a room or zone in order to accurately model internal gains from changes in 
building occupancy and behavior patterns such as opening and closing windows.  

 
5.5 Summary Chart of Needed Occupant Data Characteristics for Energy Management 
 
The chart in Figure 8 summarizes the characteristics of occupant presence data needed to most 
effectively carry out the energy management strategies discussed in this chapter. The 
relationships shown are based on qualitative reasoning grounded in results from past studies as 
well as discussions with others in the energy management field. Energy management strategies 
are grouped into the three categories discussed in this chapter: 1) assessing energy performance, 
2) automated controls, and 3) energy simulation. The characteristics of occupant presence data 
that match best with particular energy management strategies are coded from high to low 
resolution. Dark green represents the ideal resolution of occupant data for a particular energy 
management strategy, medium green represents sufficient resolution, and light green represents a 
data resolution that, while useful, may not be the best fit.  Parts of the grid left white imply 
occupant data characteristics that are not useful for a particular energy management strategy. 
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Note that higher temporal resolution data, if available, can be averaged for use in a strategy 
requiring only low temporal resolution data, but low temporal data cannot be segmented to meet 
high temporal resolution requirements. In these cases when higher resolution data can be 
averaged, it is still represented with light or medium green, to account for the burden of 
processing data from high to low resolution. A particular energy management strategy might 
produce some energy savings with low spatial resolution data at the whole building level, and 
therefore represent with light or medium green, but possibly the strategy is most successful at the 
room level, and is therefore represented with dark green.  

 
Figure 8: Characteristics of Occupant Presence Data Needed for Energy Management Strategies. Dark 
green represents the best fit, medium green represents a decent fit, and light green is a slight fit. 
 
Referring to the chart, ventilation controls (whole building, zone, and room level), for example, 
are most successful with data at temporal granularity under 15 minutes, but some energy savings 
benefit can be gained with occupant data at a temporal resolution between 30 and 15 minutes. 
Ventilation controls that do not attempt to account for mid-day swings in occupancy, can benefit 
from occupancy data with a temporal resolution as low as six to eight hours. In terms of occupant 
resolution, occupant count data is the best match for carrying out the strategy, while trend data 
can be converted to an estimated count and therefore is also a good fit. An understanding of 
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occupant activity patterns such as when people are opening and closing windows can improve 
ventilation strategies as well. Binary status may provide times when no one is present and little 
to no ventilation is required, but it won’t help in establishing ventilation rates between the 
maximum and minimum. Occupant data at the room level offers the most benefit, but some 
benefit could be gained from data at a lower resolution. 
 
 
6. Phase Three: Classification and Survey of Occupant Presence Data Sources 
 
6.1 Introduction and Approach 
 
While this thesis includes descriptions of network-based data sources and other more recent 
innovations as related to energy management, it also addresses more conventional data sources 
purposely installed for energy management such as passive infrared motion sensors. This study is 
limited to data sources that easily provide symbolic location information, defined by Hightower 
and Borriello (2001) as the proximity of an occupant to a specific part of a building, such as a 
particular room or workstation, as opposed to only a physical latitude and longitude coordinate 
with no relationship to a particular room or floor. The scope of this exploration of data sources is 
bounded by direct capture of human movement, location, and actions; indirect capture of activity 
falls outside of scope. For instance, a data source that captures the presence of an occupant 
opening, or standing in front of, a window is included, while a data source that records only that 
a window is open, such as a sensor installed directly on a window, and infers that a person must 
have opened it, falls outside of scope. Occupant presence data sources largely capture location 
and identity information and can, at a high resolution, capture some action or activity 
information. If the current pace of technological innovation is any indication, it is likely that over 
the next decade occupant presence data sources will become sophisticated enough to directly 
record the majority of activity and behavior patterns that effect energy consumption in 
commercial buildings.  
 
This thesis concentrates on the characteristics of the data captured by occupant data sources and, 
while a thorough study of data processing fall outside of scope, in order to fully realize the value 
of the occupant information gathered, it must be processed and integrated into building controls 
and analysis systems. Once occupant presence data is collected, it can be used in controls 
without being archived, but ideally a data source should both archive data and connect in with 
energy information systems (EIS) and energy management controls systems (EMCS) for both 
performance assessment and controls. An EMCS, also known as a Building Automation System 
(BAS), is a system that controls building operations and indoor climate and may monitor and 
report system failures. An EIS is the hardware, software, and interface used to display, store, and 
analyze energy data. Archived occupant data allows for further analysis potential and the ability 
to calibrate sensors to improve performance. Further data processing could include algorithms, 
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such as Bayesian filtering, to remove noisy data and to predict future occupant data patterns (Fox 
et al. 2003). Figure 9 diagrams how occupant presence data might be integrated into system 
architecture for archiving, real time energy performance analysis and visualization, and controls. 
Data passes through a gateway that translates data from different protocols to an open protocol 
such as BACnet and onto a database so that energy managers and occupants can use the data for 
analysis and controls. 

 
Figure 9: Diagram showing the relationship of occupant presence data and energy management. 
 
In this phase of the research, approximately twenty occupant presence data sources are 
identified, based on discussions with experts in the field and a review of literature, as candidates 
for use in energy management in commercial buildings. Included is a mix of more conventional 
installed data sources and data sources based on existing networks and other infrastructure. 
Framed in relation to relevant past research studies, each data source is described in terms of its 
occupant resolution levels, established earlier in Phase One, Defining Occupant Presence Data. 
Sources of occupant data vary widely in terms of occupant resolution provided. A particular data 
source might provide occupant trends, binary occupied status information, a count of occupants 
within each room, occupant identity information—allowing for an occupant’s preference for 
certain environmental conditions, or occupant activity information. Others may be limited to 
binary occupied status alone. In terms of spatial resolution, occupant data sources might supply 
only whole building information, or data at the scale of an individual workstation. Temporal 
resolution could be at once an hour, or at once a minute, change of state, or real time. Some 
technologies for gathering occupant presence data can vary widely in data resolution based on 
how they are installed or the particular conditions of a building. As a result of the particular 
occupant presence data characteristics supplied, in terms of temporal, spatial, and occupant 
resolution, certain data sources perform better for certain energy management strategies.  
 
At each given temporal, spatial, and occupant resolution, each data source also has a particular 
range of precision. Precision is the percentage of time that a data source records occupant 
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information at maximum resolution, where 100% precision means that the data source captures 
occupant presence data all the time. The precision of spatial and temporal resolutions for a data 
source could be different. While 100% precision is generally not necessary for a data source to 
provide useful information for energy management, higher precision generally leads to more 
consistent energy savings since better precision means a more correct accounting of when 
occupants are not present and therefore when systems can be adjusted or turned off. A given data 
source could provide high temporal resolution at once a minute for example, but with a precision 
of correctly identifying occupied status of only 40%, it might not be accurate enough for certain 
energy management practices. For most controls strategies, an overall precision of 60% or higher 
is needed, but requirements vary for each strategy. 
 
In this phase, I define the deployment type for each occupant data source. The deployment type 
describes the extent to which a data source is 1) installed, purpose-built for energy management 
purposes or 2) found, where useful data are extracted from infrastructure that already exists, 
often for different purposes entirely. Purpose-built data sources are those that are utilized 
specifically for energy management and building operations use and involve a certain level of 
installation. I define the deployment type as a range, so a given occupant data source can be a 
combination of purpose-built and found. When occupant presence data sources are largely 
installed, the type of occupant information needed for a particular energy management strategy 
often drives the process of collecting occupant presence data. Data sources that are more 
purpose-built can also be described as explicit sources of data as discussed in Melfi et al. (2011) 
Found data sources, on the other hand, are systems that are originally deployed for non-energy 
management purposes but have potential to provide occupant data useful for energy 
management. Found data sources are any sources that can record occupant information based on 
the imprints that occupant leave on existing building systems. Found data sources can also be 
referred to as implicit occupancy sensing, as discussed in Melfi et al. (2011) and was introduced 
as “existing networks” in an unpublished internal document in 2008 by Bruce Nordman and Alan 
Meier from Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Nordman and Meier 2009). The LBNL 
study concluded that found sources of occupant data for non-energy purposes can be analyzed as 
a first step toward diagnosing excessive energy consumption. Further utilization of found data 
sources in the future, particularly wireless networks, may lead to new unforeseen energy 
management strategies.  
 
Other relevant characteristics of occupant presence data sources described in this chapter include 
cost of installation, proliferation in the market and technical maturity, and ability to maintain 
occupant privacy and anonymity. Typically the scale of installation of a data source matches the 
spatial resolution of the occupant information collected. For example, PIR sensors installed at 
workstations capture workstation-level occupant information. Some data sources, such as 
wireless network data with triangulation, can collect occupant presence data at a greater 
granularity than the scale of installation. In terms of cost, while a more expensive data source 
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might provide more compatible occupant data for an energy management strategy, the cost may 
be prohibitive enough that a cheaper data source might provide sufficient enough data that it 
makes more sense for a certain energy management application. Data sources with higher market 
proliferation might offer energy managers greater assistance with a data source than those 
products just entering the market. I have grouped the spectrum of occupant presence data sources 
into six categories based on the extent to which the data sources are purpose-built or found, how 
they record physical traits of occupants, whether they require occupants to carry a device of 
some sort, or whether they are network-based: 1) Basic Proxies, 2) Direct Presence Detection, 3) 
Passive Access Cards, 4) Wired Network and Software-based Solutions, 5) Wireless Network-
based Solutions, and 6) Wireless Network-based Solutions with Active Badges. Each category 
section begins with a summary of characteristics shared by data sources in the category. Each 
data source within the category is described both in paragraph form and in a quick-reference 
table (shown at the beginning of each data source description in grey) in terms of other 
characteristics beyond resolution levels that are useful to differentiate the data sources and help 
energy managers choose the most appropriate data sources for their buildings. The quick-
reference tables call out the following: 
 

Deployment Type: A data source could be primarily a found system, a purpose-built 
system, or somewhere in-between, where 1 is a completely found source and 10 is a 
completely purpose-built source. When a data source involves some existing 
infrastructure and some installed infrastructure, it might receive a 5 for example.  
 
Applicable Building Type: While some data sources might make sense in all 
commercial building types, several might be most appropriate in classroom buildings or 
retail, for example.  
 
Anonymity Settings: Whether or not the data source can be programmed to keep 
personal information, such as one’s name or job position, anonymous. Yes means that the 
data source does have anonymity settings and No means that it does not.  
 
Precision: As described earlier, precision is a measure of how often a data source 
performs correctly at a given spatial, temporal, and occupant resolution. A range of 
precision is provided where Low means the data source provides imprecise occupant 
presence data, Medium provides data that is more than 50% correct and High provides 
data that is more than 75% correct. Precision is described in more detail in the Summary 
Chart (Figure 21) for each specific spatial, temporal, and occupant resolution.  
 
Cost: A cost range is described in comparison to the other data sources. Cost could be 
Low, Medium, or High. When information is available, a ballpark dollar figure is 
included in the summary paragraph. 
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Commercial Availability: To what extent is the data source currently available and in 
use in commercial buildings specifically for energy management purposes. It is 
considered Low if it is not that available and not often deployed. It is considered Medium 
if it is common in the commercial building industry, and considered High if is easily 
attained and many buildings deploy it. 
 
Typical Energy Management Use: This describes the most common build operation or 
energy management use for the data source if it is already commercially available.  
 
Technological Maturity: This describes the relative degree to which the product is 
commercially viable, or if it is currently used mostly for research and/or if there is room 
for product improvement to capture better quality occupant presence data. Low means it 
is primarily used in research, Medium means it is commercially available but there is still 
substantial room for improvement, and High means that the data source is already close 
to reaching its full capabilities.  

  
I conclude this phase by developing a chart, Figure 21, organized by category and allowing for 
easy comparison between the occupant presence data characteristics that each source provides. 
The summary chart is organized with the same visual format and columns as the earlier summary 
chart, Figure 8, developed to describe energy management strategies. 
 
6.2 Basic Proxies 
 
Basic proxies are sources of occupant presence data based on general trends of occupancy and 
involve human-in-the-loop, manual data processing and guess work. 
 

Deployment	  Type	  
1=Found,	  

10=Purpose-‐built	  

Applicable	  
Building	  
Types	  	  

Anonymity	  
Settings	  

Precision	   Cost	   Commercial	  
Availability	  	  

Typical	  Energy	  
Management	  

Use	  

Technological	  
Maturity	  

Whole	  Building	  Conjectures	  

n/a	   All	   Yes	   Low	   n/a	   n/a	  
Whole	  building	  

schedules	  
n/a	  

Room	  Schedules	  

2	  
Classroom,	  
Corp.	  office	  

Yes	   Medium	   Low	   High	   None	   Low	  

Water	  Meter	  Data	  

6	   All	   Yes	   Medium	   Low	   High	   None	   Low	  

  Table 1: Basic Proxies  
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Whole	  Building	  Conjectures	  
Deployment	  Type	  

1=Found,	  
10=Purpose-‐built	  

Applicable	  
Building	  
Types	  	  

Anonymity	  
Settings	  

Precision	   Cost	   Commercial	  
Availability	  	  

Typical	  Energy	  
Management	  

Use	  

Technological	  
Maturity	  

n/a	   All	   Yes	   Low	   n/a	   n/a	  
Whole	  building	  

schedules	  
n/a	  

 
In whole building conjectures, a guess is made, typically based on common sense, about 
expected hours of operation and whether people will work on weekends. The conjecture of the 
typical time of day and time of week is then used as an occupancy proxy for operating building 
systems. Energy analyses and controls are then established based on these estimates. Substantial 
energy savings can be realized using time of day and time of week as proxies for occupancy, yet 
guesses on the time of day when a space becomes occupied or unoccupied can be off by several 
hours. Also, while occupancy estimates are useful at the whole building scale, without measured 
data, it is extremely difficult to predict zone, room-level, or personal occupancy.  
 
Time of day and time of week whole building conjectures is the most common method for 
characterizing occupancy in energy management today. Hypothetical schedules tend to be used 
mostly for basic analysis of load shapes, for instance, to assess whole building energy use during 
estimated unoccupied times. Such occupancy schedules are also used to set whole building 
ventilation, heating, and cooling schedules. In standard energy management practices, occupancy 
is generally assumed to be binary, where 1 is occupied and 0 is unoccupied, and systems are set 
as though a building is either at maximum occupancy or is completely unoccupied. For instance, 
a facilities manager might set HVAC schedules to be on only from 8am to 6pm Monday through 
Friday and off, or at lower operating levels, on nights and weekends. Schedules can be used for 
lighting using automated controls, where at a certain time of day, lights are set to turn on or off. 
Unlike a change in HVAC operation that might not be immediately noticeable to an occupant, 
lights that are automatically shut off on a schedule might leave an occupant in the dark if they’re 
working past the scheduled time. Some systems have incorporated a blinking forewarning 
system to remind occupants to override lights set on a schedule if they are staying longer than the 
scheduled off time. 
 
Predefined or customizable visualizations of energy consumption can be compared to time of 
day or time of week as proxies for occupancy in order to identify equipment operating during 
unoccupied hours (Piette and Khalsa 1998). Time of day and time of week proxies are most 
successful in office buildings that have a rigidly scheduled work week, such as 9am to 5pm from 
Monday to Friday, and less successful in spaces with less structured use such as in university 
classrooms or studios with their transient and irregular occupancy. Figures 10a and 10b illustrate 
the 24-hour load profile of a campus building where, (1) calls out business as usual before whole 
building conjectures are used to set schedules and (2) calls out whole building demand after 
whole building conjectures are used to set schedules. 
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Figure 10a and 10b. Reducing night-time fan operations. Source: (Motegi et al. 2003) 
 
Room	  Schedules	  
Deployment	  Type	  

1=Found,	  
10=Purpose-‐built	  

Applicable	  
Building	  
Types	  	  

Anonymity	  
Settings	  

Precision	   Cost	   Commercial	  
Availability	  	  

Typical	  Energy	  
Management	  

Use	  

Technological	  
Maturity	  

2	  
Classroom,	  
Corp.	  office	  

Yes	   Medium	   Low	   High	   None	   Low	  

 
Room schedules are an existing log or calendar of times of day and week when a particular 
room has been reserved ahead of time. The accuracy of room schedules as a source of occupant 
information, usually for conference rooms or educational classrooms, depends on the reliability 
of the predetermined schedule as opposed to actual patterns of occupancy. Room schedule data, 
if accurate, have the unique advantage of providing reasonably reliable predictions of occupancy 
information prior to a room being occupied, allowing for a ramping up of systems such as 
heating, cooling, and ventilation. Room schedule data are generally most useful for building 
types such as educational buildings and corporate offices that already use room schedules for 
organizational purposes. The resolution and precision of occupancy data is dependent on the 
level of detail of the information entered and the degree to which it is kept up-to-date. Classroom 
schedules typically include the room location, day of the week the class meets, and the time the 
class begins and ends, as well as how many students are enrolled and likely who is enrolled 
(Davis III and Nutter 2010). Typically a conference room schedule will include similar 
information, giving the opportunity to integrate individual occupant preferences. Room schedule 
occupancy information can be particularly useful in improving occupancy profile inputs for 
energy simulation models used to predict energy savings from energy efficiency measures in 
existing buildings. In the Davis III and Nutter (2010) study at the University of Arkansas, 
classroom schedule data was used to predict typical occupancy profiles for several educational 
buildings, supplemented by security camera data and manual counts. Using observed data as the 
ground truth, room-level occupied status was found to have a precision of approximately 80%.  
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Water	  Meter	  Data	  
Deployment	  Type	  

1=Found,	  
10=Purpose-‐built	  

Applicable	  
Building	  
Types	  	  

Anonymity	  
Settings	  

Precision	   Cost	   Commercial	  
Availability	  	  

Typical	  Energy	  
Management	  

Use	  

Technological	  
Maturity	  

6	   All	   Yes	   Medium	   Low	   High	   None	   Low	  

 
Water meter data describes the amount of water used throughout the building over a period of 
time. Water meter data can serve as a proxy for occupancy since when occupants are in a 
building more water is used in bathrooms, kitchens, and lab activities. Water meter data are 
generally collected at a whole building spatial resolution and while a temporal resolution of an 
hour or less would be ideal, monthly data is more common. Based on spatial and temporal 
resolution, water meter data can be useful as a proxy for whole building unoccupied status and 
general trending and can be used to refine time of day and time of week conjectures.  
 
In one research study at an office building in Milan, Italy, electricity consumption was compared 
to hourly water meter data over a two-month period. As illustrated in Figure 11, electricity tracks 
well with water consumption. In mid-November, maintenance at one of the building’s labs led to 
a drastic decrease in energy use, yet water consumption during the same period did not decrease, 
meaning that occupancy patterns did not play a role in decreased energy consumption. In early 
December there was a holiday for the first half of the workweek and the building was 
unoccupied. Electricity use is much lower than usual during the beginning of the week as water 
consumption also decreased during the same time period confirming a change in the occupancy 
pattern (Neumann and Jacob 2010). 

  
Figure 11: In the water consumption carpet plot (upper), light blue indicates higher water consumption 
than dark blue. In the electricity consumption carpet plot (lower), orange indicates higher electricity use 
than blue. Source: Building EQ (Neumann and Jacob 2010) 
 
While it is common to collect water meter data, it is not common to apply these data as an 
occupancy proxy. Further studies could develop a multiplier to convert trends to a rough estimate 
of whole building occupant count. Collecting water meter data is a common practice in 
commercial buildings, suggesting it might be easily accessible as an occupancy proxy that could 
be tied into a central database for use in real time energy performance assessment. 
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6.3 Direct Presence Detection 
 
This category of occupancy data sources involves detecting the physical traits or movement of 
occupants and does not require occupants to carry any additional sensing device. Several of the 
data sources in this category, particularly passive infrared (PIR) detection and ultrasonic 
detection, are common in current energy management practices. 
  

Deployment	  Type	  
1=Found,	  

10=Purpose-‐built	  

Applicable	  
Building	  	  
Types	  	  

Anonymity	  
Settings	  

Precision	   Cost	   Commercial	  
Availability	  	  

Typical	  Energy	  
Management	  

Use	  

Technological	  
Maturity	  

Passive	  Infrared	  (PIR)	  Detection	  –	  Wall	  or	  Ceiling-‐Mounted	  

9	   All	   Yes	   Medium	  
Medium-‐
high	  

High	   Lighting	   High	  

Passive	  Infrared	  (PIR)	  Detection	  –	  Workstation	  or	  Desk-‐Mounted	  

10	   All	   Yes	   Medium	  
Medium-‐
high	  

High	   Plug	  loads	   Medium	  

Ultrasonic	  Detection	  

9	   All	   Yes	  
Medium-‐
High	  

Medium	   High	   Lighting	   High	  

Microphonic	  and	  Dual-‐Technology	  Detection	  

9	   All	   Yes	  
Medium-‐
High	  

Medium	   High	   Lighting	   Medium	  

Direct	  Physical	  Contact	  Detection	  –	  Temperature	  or	  Pressure-‐Based	  

10	  
Office,	  

health	  care	  
Yes	   High	   High	   Low	   None	   Medium	  

CO2	  Sensors	  

9	   All	   Yes	   Medium	   Medium	   Medium	  
Ventilation	  
controls	  

Medium	  

Basic	  People	  Counters	  

8	  
Office,	  
Retail	  

Yes	   Low	   Medium	   Medium	   None	   Low	  

Camera-‐Based	  Technology	  and	  People	  Counters	  

7	   All	   Yes	   High	  
Medium-‐
High	  

Low	   None	   Medium	  

Thermal	  Image-‐Based	  People	  Counters	  

10	   All,	  Retail	   Yes	  
Medium-‐
High	  

High	   Medium-‐High	   None	   Medium	  

Floor	  Pressure	  Sensors	  

10	   All,	  office	   Sometimes	   High	   High	   Low	   None	   Medium	  

 Table 2: Direct Presence Detection 
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Passive	  Infrared	  (PIR)	  Detection	  –	  Wall	  or	  Ceiling-‐Mounted	  
Deployment	  Type	  

1=Found,	  
10=Purpose-‐built	  

Applicable	  
Building	  	  
Types	  	  

Anonymity	  
Settings	  

Precision	   Cost	   Commercial	  
Availability	  	  

Typical	  Energy	  
Management	  

Use	  

Technological	  
Maturity	  

9	   All	   Yes	   Medium	  
Medium-‐
high	  

High	   Lighting	   High	  

 
Passive infrared (PIR) detection measures changes in non-visible infrared radiation within the 
field of view of a large-aperture Fresnel lens. PIR sensors detect movement within the field of 
view of the lens and within a range of 100 to 1000 feet depending on the type and installation 
location (Lighting Controls Association). Zone or room-level passive infrared sensors are 
installed on a ceiling or wall to capture room-level occupant status. They sense the movement of 
occupants when there is a change in infrared radiation resulting from a warmer object, such as a 
person, crossing from one segment of the Fresnel lens to another. PIR detectors interpret the 
change of state of infrared radiation for a space, moving from unoccupied to occupied, or 
occupied to unoccupied. PIR detectors are therefore not measuring interval-based time.  
 
PIR motion detectors are the most common occupancy sensors used in commercial buildings 
today. PIR sensors are commonly integrated with lighting systems, automating either just the 
time a light goes off or automating both on and off events. Some studies have shown that PIR 
sensors are adequate for detecting large movements, such as a person walking through a corridor, 
but do not perform as well for smaller movements such as a person typing on a computer 
keyboard. In a study by the National Lighting Product Information Program (NLPIP) medium-
sized motion in a private office was detected in 8 of 8 cases, but small movements were detected 
only in 3 of 8 cases. False negatives (indicating unoccupied when the state is occupied) tend to 
be more common when people are sitting still. In the same study by NLPIP, around 20 different 
detectors were tested in open plan offices. Performance varied across sensors, which identified 
medium-sized motion correctly in 17% to 76% of cases with a median of 35% precision  
(Tiller et al. 2010). 
 
Partially as a result of poor performance detecting small movements, PIR detectors used in 
automated controls of systems operate based on a time delay (TD) setting ranging from 30 
seconds to 30 minutes (Garg and Bansal 2000). A shorter TD will generally result in more false 
negatives for spaces that are consistently occupied, such as an administrative office, and less 
false negatives for spaces that are seldom occupied, such as stairwells and bathrooms. Long TDs 
can result in more false positives—for example the sensor indicates a space as still occupied 
although the person left three minutes ago. Some studies such as Garg and Bansal (2000) have 
tested optimal TDs for certain typical office spaces. Other studies such as Tiller et al. (2010) 
have achieved increased precision with PIR sensor systems when multiple sensors in a space are 
used simultaneously supplemented by averaging algorithms. PIR detectors are generally best for 
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gathering occupied status information in private offices and seldom used spaces and less 
successful in large open plan offices. There is room for technical improvement in PIR motion 
detector precision as well as the need to increase archiving and data logging capabilities in order 
to track effectiveness of the sensors. Recently some companies such as WattStopper are 
partnering with third party software to increase archiving and BACnet compatibilities.  
 
Passive	  Infrared	  (PIR)	  Detection	  –	  Workstation	  or	  Desk-‐Mounted	  
Deployment	  Type	  

1=Found,	  
10=Purpose-‐built	  

Applicable	  
Building	  
Types	  	  

Anonymity	  
Settings	  

Precision	   Cost	   Commercial	  
Availability	  	  

Typical	  Energy	  
Management	  

Use	  

Technological	  
Maturity	  

10	   All	   Yes	   Medium	  
Medium-‐
high	  

High	   Plug	  loads	   Medium	  

 
PIR motion detectors installed under a desk or on a cubicle partition use the same Fresnel lens 
technology as PIR motion detectors mounted on walls and ceilings. Since they are mounted in 
personal space, they are designed to capture personal-level occupant data. Unlike PIR motion 
detectors mounted on walls and ceilings, when installed properly, workstation-mounted PIR 
sensors can approximate low-level occupant count information. They do not supply occupant 
identity or preference information and can only supply activity information when deployed with 
additional activity recognition algorithms. Some PIR motion detectors, such as the IT-200 
InteliTimer Pro Logger (WattStopper), have data archiving capabilities. PIR motion sensors are 
often integrated into workstation scale spaces for automated control of plug loads, such as the 
Isolé IDP-3050 (WattStopper) Power Strip with Personal Sensor, that allows the user to plug 
workstation equipment to a power strip which is then automatically powered off when the user 
leaves a desk for more than several minutes. One limitation of the use of PIR motion sensors for 
collecting workstation occupant data, as discussed in the section about room scale PIR sensors, is 
the difficulty of detecting small occupant movements such as typing on a keyboard and thus the 
possibility of a false negative for a quiescent occupant. Another difficulty is confining the 
sensor’s line of site to within the range of a single workstation, since occupants walking past a 
workstation might mistakenly set off the occupancy sensor in the occupant’s absence, recording 
the workstation as occupied when it is in fact vacant. PIR technology then, while useful, may 
need to be supplemented with other occupant data sources to get reliable data.   
 
Ultrasonic	  Detection	  
Deployment	  Type	  

1=Found,	  
10=Purpose-‐built	  

Applicable	  
Building	  
Types	  	  

Anonymity	  
Settings	  

Precision	   Cost	   Commercial	  
Availability	  	  

Typical	  Energy	  
Management	  

Use	  

Technological	  
Maturity	  

9	   All	   Yes	  
Medium-‐
High	  

Medium	   High	   Lighting	   High	  

 
Ultrasonic detection operates by sending a high frequency acoustic signal, typically 30 to 40 
kHZ, through a space and then sensing the frequency at which the signal returns. Changes in 
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frequency are interpreted by the sensors as motion by occupants. Ultrasonic sensors differ from 
PIR sensors, as they do not rely on a direct line of sight to an occupant, since acoustic signals can 
bounce off of adjacent surfaces to identify occupant movement. While both ultrasonic sensors 
and PIR sensors primarily gather occupied status information, they are effective at different 
spatial scales. Ultrasonic sensors are better at capturing occupied status information at the whole 
room-level in open floor conditions that include obstacles inhibiting direct line of sight. They 
also tend to capture small to medium occupant movements more effectively than PIR sensors. In 
the NLPIP study of open plan offices, PIR sensors detected occupancy when medium size 
movements were made with a precision of 17% to 76% with a median of 35%, ultrasonic sensors 
recognized medium size movements in the range of 58% to 100% with a median of 98%  
(Tiller et al. 2010). Ultrasonic sensors do not perform as well as PIR sensors in open floor plans 
when deployed at a personal workstation-level, as ultrasonic sensors can be activated by 
occupants in adjacent workstations. Typically ultrasonic sensors cannot distinguish between 
occupants and therefore do not gather occupant count information nor can they supply occupant 
identity or preference information. Unless supplemented with additional algorithms, they 
generally cannot distinguish between human movement and other movement, such as a strong 
breeze coming through a window that blows papers, and they are therefore susceptible to false 
positives. Like PIR sensors, most ultrasonic motion detectors lack archiving capabilities, 
although companies such as WattStopper are offer archiving and BACnet compatibility by 
partnering with third party software companies. 
 
Microphonic	  and	  Dual-‐Technology	  Detection	  
Deployment	  Type	  

1=Found,	  
10=Purpose-‐built	  

Applicable	  
Building	  
Types	  	  

Anonymity	  
Settings	  

Precision	   Cost	   Commercial	  
Availability	  	  

Typical	  Energy	  
Management	  

Use	  

Technological	  
Maturity	  

9	   All	   Yes	  
Medium-‐
High	  

Medium	   High	   Lighting	   Medium	  

    
Microphonic and dual-technology detection combines a microphonic sensor that listens for 
human noise and tunes out other sounds, with either PIR or ultrasonic capabilities (WattStopper). 
Controls are rarely based on microphonic technology alone. Instead, PIR is used as the primary 
technology, with the microphonic sensor used largely to decrease false negatives by keeping a 
system, such as lighting, on until no human sounds are detected (Sensor Switch). 
 
Direct	  Physical	  Contact	  Detection	  –	  Temperature	  or	  Pressure-‐Based	  
Deployment	  Type	  

1=Found,	  
10=Purpose-‐built	  

Applicable	  
Building	  
Types	  	  

Anonymity	  
Settings	  

Precision	   Cost	   Commercial	  
Availability	  	  

Typical	  Energy	  
Management	  

Use	  

Technological	  
Maturity	  

10	  
Office,	  

health	  care	  
Yes	   High	   High	   Low	   None	   Medium	  
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Direct physical contact detection involves detecting occupant presence by measuring body heat 
or body weight and can be deployed in chairs, beds, or other surfaces where direct contact is 
made. Direct contact sensors are less common in energy management than motion sensor 
technology, but it is sometimes used in health care environments, particularly when monitoring 
the elderly in homes and hospitals. The most common commercially available direct-contact 
sensors are pressure-based mats inserted in chairs and beds. Some studies such as Jones et al. 
(2006) have shown high precision in detecting when a person is going to bed and waking up. 
While less common, a direct measurement of occupant body heat using a temperature sensor 
inserted in the seat cushion of a chair can be a reliable measure of workstation occupancy. In one 
study discussed earlier, Nobe et al. (2002), installed direct-detection temperature sensors on the 
chairs of 240 office workstations. They gathered body heat data for two and a half months at 
one-minute intervals. The sensors responded with high precision, with a slight time lag as the 
temperature increased, in recording the occupied status of seated occupants. One advantage of 
direct contact over PIR sensors for workstation occupancy detection is that one can better 
identify an individual at a workstation with a direct contact sensor, as opposed to a desk-mounted 
PIR sensor, which can’t separate one occupant from another, or detect that there are multiple 
occupants, if more than one person is working at or near the same desk. Direct-contact detection 
sensing is not common for use in energy management since individual loggers can be costly. To 
my knowledge, there are no office chairs with direct-contact sensors already integrated. This 
would bring down the cost and ease of installation substantially. Further testing of direct contact 
temperature sensors is reviewed in the field study portion of this thesis.  
 
CO2	  Sensors	  
Deployment	  Type	  

1=Found,	  
10=Purpose-‐built	  

Applicable	  
Building	  
Types	  	  

Anonymity	  
Settings	  

Precision	   Cost	   Commercial	  
Availability	  	  

Typical	  Energy	  
Management	  

Use	  

Technological	  
Maturity	  

9	   All	   Yes	   Medium	   Medium	   Medium	  
Ventilation	  
controls	  

Medium	  

 
CO2 Sensors measure the level of CO2 in the air in the location where the sensor is deployed. 
People exhale CO2 in the process of respiration and therefore the concentration of CO2 in an 
indoor space suggests the presence of people in the space. The ratio of indoor CO2 concentration 
levels to outdoor concentration level can be easily converted to a needed ventilation rate, and 
therefore CO2 sensors are a natural fit for controlling demand-side ventilation rates. Monitoring 
CO2 might also be used to roughly estimate the number of people in the space. Studies such as 
Fisk et al. (2010) have noted a lag of approximately 20 minutes in predicting the number of 
people in a room from CO2 sensors, as indoor CO2 levels require time to stabilize sufficiently 
after a change in CO2 level. The same study analyzed the accuracy of CO2 sensors in measuring 
room CO2 concentrations. California Title 24 specifies that CO2 sensors should have an error of 
less than 75 ppm. Test measurements established that 40% of single-location CO2 sensors in the 
study had an error of more than 75 ppm when concentration levels were at 1010 ppm and 19% 
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were off by more than 200 ppm. (Fisk et al. 2010) While CO2 sensors are commonly used in 
buildings that deploy demand-controlled ventilation, Fisk et al. (2010) shows that either the 
precision of CO2 sensor technology will need to improve in order to use CO2 sensors effectively, 
or other occupant presence data sources will need to be tested to more accurately measure 
occupant count. CO2 sensors can provide occupied status information since they sense occupant 
presence, yet the delay in sensing occupancy does not provide detailed enough temporal 
resolution for lighting controls and other management strategies that rely on more immediate 
measurement. CO2 sensors require at least one sensor in the location where a measurement will 
be taken. CO2 sensors do not provide occupant identity or preference information since they 
can’t separate one occupant from another.  
 
Basic	  People	  Counters	  
Deployment	  Type	  

1=Found,	  
10=Purpose-‐built	  

Applicable	  
Building	  
Types	  	  

Anonymity	  
Settings	  

Precision	   Cost	   Commercial	  
Availability	  	  

Typical	  Energy	  
Management	  

Use	  

Technological	  
Maturity	  

8	  
Office,	  
Retail	  

Yes	   Low	   Medium	   Medium	   None	   Low	  

 
Basic people counters record the entering and exiting of people from a building or space. 
Offered by companies such as Sensource, they are typically used by retail establishments to track 
the time of day when a store is busiest and to monitor the flow of people for security purposes. 
Basic people counters send a horizontal or vertical infrared beam past an entrance to a space. The 
horizontal beam cannot generally distinguish two or more people from each other if they’re 
walking side by side and therefore counting precision in double-door and other wide-entrance 
scenarios is substantially lower than single-door scenarios. Basic people counters generally 
cannot decipher the direction that a person is walking as they pass through the entrance to a 
space and therefore only works well for occupant counting if there are separate entrances and 
exit doors, such as at a stadium, or occasionally a corporate office entrance. When the entrance 
and exit are the same location, non-directional people counters can still be used for occupancy 
trending, for example, indicating there are more occupants passing through a door at 9am than at 
8pm. Door state monitors that track the number of times that a door opens and closes can be used 
as an alternative to infrared beam-based technology in situations when a door automatically 
closes each time an occupant opens it. Non-directional people counters can be supplemented 
with information such as personal access cards, discussed in a later section, in order to separate 
people entering from those exiting to produce a more accurate occupant count. 
 
Camera-‐base	  Technology	  and	  People	  Counters	  
Deployment	  Type	  

1=Found,	  
10=Purpose-‐built	  

Applicable	  
Building	  
Types	  	  

Anonymity	  
Settings	  

Precision	   Cost	   Commercial	  
Availability	  	  

Typical	  Energy	  
Management	  

Use	  

Technological	  
Maturity	  

7	   All	   Yes	   High	  
Medium-‐
High	  

Low	   None	   Medium	  
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Camera-based occupant detection technology can be used to assess occupant location or 
occupant identity through the analysis of captured images using algorithms and either already 
existing security cameras or additional cameras solely to record occupant presence. Some 
approaches that establish occupant identity, such as the Viola-Jones face recognition technique, 
require a frontal view of a person’s face, which is then separated from other objects by running 
the image through a series of facial feature extraction algorithms. The Viola-Jones facial 
recognition technology detects a face in approximately six seconds by using a cascading 
approach to features, where non face-like objects are discarded and features that are more face-
like are further analyzed (Viola and Jones 2004). Face recognition can be useful for work-station 
level occupant detection when deployed at a computer monitor, for example, but is not as 
relevant for identifying room-level occupant count and location. One limitation of some facial 
recognition technologies is the need for specific lighting conditions to achieve optimal results. 
 
Other camera-based solutions, such as the Smart Camera Object Position Estimation System 
(SCOPES), that capture occupant location information but not occupant identity, fuse data from 
multiple cameras and track the characteristics of each image’s pixels in sequential images to 
identify a pixel as object, shadow, or background. SCOPES succeeds in detecting moving objects 
from 84% to 98% of the time (Kamthe et al. 2009). The SCOPES system, and other similar 
systems, have been deployed to identify occupant count in a particular location by deploying 
transition boundaries—which separate a space into zones —and then calculating the total number 
of entering and exiting occupants to establish count. Camera-based occupant counting systems 
have been tested for use in demand-controlled ventilation, where ventilation rates are set based 
on current occupant count in order to avoid energy expenditures for over-ventilation.   
 

 
Figure 12a and 12b. Using the SCOPES system, transition boundaries are deployed to calculate the 
occupant count for each room by adding entering occupants and subtracting exiting occupants.  
Source: (Erickson et al. 2009) 
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In two studies using the SCOPES system, data gathered using camera-based occupancy detection 
was supplemented with additional algorithms in order to increase the precision of detection and 
increase the ability to detect the location of occupants. The first study used transition boundaries 
to count occupants and processed these data using an agent-based model and multivariate 
Gaussian model to analyze the probably of individual movement and multi-room movement. The 
study identified potential HVAC energy savings of 14% over systems based on maximum 
occupancy, and 6% over more common CO2-based demand-controlled ventilation systems 
(Erickson et al. 2009). The second study, Erickson, Carreira-Perpinan, and Cerpa (2011), 
increased the system’s ability to predict when occupants would arrive at a new location, using a 
Markov Chain model, in order to improve accuracy for applications, such as controls for heating 
and cooling systems, that ideally begin adjusting to meet set points prior to occupants entering a 
room. In another study, an affordable $10 Sabrent USB webcam was used to calculate occupant 
count by separating one occupant from another using pixel analysis, recognizing occupant 
presence with approximately 90% precision (Dhummi, Palanthandalam-Madapusi, and Khalifa 
2010). While camera-based technology is not commonly commercially available at the moment, 
it is rapidly maturing and offers substantial potential, particularly for gathering occupant  
count data. 
 

 
Figure 13. In one camera-based occupant detection system, the occupant is isolated by analyzing pixels 
and separating the image of the occupant from the background. Source (modified): (Dhummi, 
Palanthandalam-Madapusi, and Khalifa 2010) 
 
 

Thermal	  Image-‐Based	  People	  Counters	  
Deployment	  Type	  

1=Found,	  
10=Purpose-‐built	  

Applicable	  
Building	  
Types	  	  

Anonymity	  
Settings	  

Precision	   Cost	   Commercial	  
Availability	  	  

Typical	  Energy	  
Management	  

Use	  

Technological	  
Maturity	  

10	   All,	  Retail	   Yes	  
Medium-‐
High	  

High	   Medium-‐High	   None	   Medium	  

  
Thermal image-based people counters track the movement of occupant body heat through 
doorways and other transition boundaries. Unlike basic people counters, thermal image-based 
people counters can track multiple people walking through a door simultaneously and therefore 
are more accurate for room-scale occupant count. They are usually positioned above a door with 
the camera eye pointed downward and cover a width of approximately eight feet, dependent on 
the height at which they are mounted, with about eleven feet above the floor being optimal. 
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Products are commercially available from companies such as Sensource, which also offers 
network integration for real-time monitoring. In one study by Fisk (2009), thermal-image based 
people counters, referred to as People Counting System Number One in the study, achieved an 
accuracy of approximately 90% in counting occupants compared to a manual occupant count 
conducted by researchers. In terms of cost, the system runs between $1450 and $3400 depending 
on the spatial range covered. While this is significantly more than the cost of CO2 sensors per 
room, which are approximately $500 each, accuracy is higher and calculation is immediate as 
opposed to the 20-minute lag associated with CO2 sensors. For a whole building application, 
thermal image-based people counters at major entry points could be less expensive than CO2 
sensors since they only need to be placed at exterior doors while CO2 sensors need to be placed 
in each room (Fisk 2009). While reliable, cost still needs to come down to be consistently viable 
for room-scale applications. 
 
Floor	  Pressure	  Sensors	  
Deployment	  Type	  

1=Found,	  
10=Purpose-‐built	  

Applicable	  
Building	  
Types	  	  

Anonymity	  
Settings	  

Precision	   Cost	   Commercial	  
Availability	  	  

Typical	  Energy	  
Management	  

Use	  

Technological	  
Maturity	  

10	   All,	  office	   Sometimes	   High	   High	   Low	   None	   Medium	  

 
Floor pressure sensors are imbedded in a floor system and can be used to establish occupant 
location at a very high spatial resolution since the pressure sensors are recording footfalls. Some 
studies, such as Smart Floor at Georgia Tech, have taken this a step further, incorporating 
occupant identity information by recognizing the characteristics of each unique footfall using 
hidden Markov models and nearest neighborhood algorithms. The Smart Floor system correctly 
recognized occupant identity at a precision of 93% (Orr and Abowd 2000).  A more recent study 
at the Oulu in Finland (Suutala and Röning 2008), used electromechanical film (EMFi) under a 
floor tile system. Applied pressure results in a change in thickness to the material, leading to 
changes in the charge of metallic materials that is recorded as voltage. Results from variations in 
pressure can then be analyzed to identify particular occupants.  
 
Floors with imbedded pressure sensors are not burdened by some disadvantages of vision-based 
facial recognition systems, which are affected by light and shadows and rely generally on a clear 
front image of each occupant’s face. They also offer a distinct advantage over active badge data 
sources, discussed later, that have similar high spatial and temporal resolution, but require 
occupants to carry a badge or device for recognition. The obvious limitation of floor systems 
with pressure sensors is the need to install the system in the entire area where occupant data is to 
be gathered, which could lead to high installation cost. While not commonly commercially 
available, floor pressure sensors have the potential to be coupled with raised floor tile systems 
installed above underfloor air distribution systems (UFAD), which are becoming more common 
in office environments.  
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Figure 14 (left): Footfall characteristics to establish occupant identity. Source: Georgia Tech (Orr and 
Abowd 2000) 
Figure 15 (right): EMFi sensor strips under the floor identify occupant presence by changes in materials 
thickness resulting from footfalls. Source: University of Oulu (Suutala and Röning 2008) 
 
6.4 Passive Access Cards  
 
These systems can provide occupancy information and can be directly integrated with controls, 
but occupants must carry a card, which is detected when passing by or through fixed access point 
card readers at building or room entrances. 
 

Deployment	  Type	  
1=Found,	  

10=Purpose-‐built	  

Applicable	  
Building	  
Types	  	  

Anonymity	  
Settings	  

Precision	   Cost	   Commercial	  
Availability	  	  

Typical	  Energy	  
Management	  

Use	  

Technological	  
Maturity	  

Personal	  Access	  Cards	  

5	  
All,	  Corp.	  
office	  

No	   High	   Low	   High	   None	   Low	  

Key	  Cards	  

8	   All,	  Hotels	   Sometimes	  
Medium-‐
High	  

Medium	   High	   Lighting,	  HVAC	   Medium	  

 Table 3: Passive Access Cards 
  
 
 
Personal	  Access	  Cards	  
Deployment	  Type	  

1=Found,	  
10=Purpose-‐built	  

Applicable	  
Building	  
Types	  	  

Anonymity	  
Settings	  

Precision	   Cost	   Commercial	  
Availability	  	  

Typical	  Energy	  
Management	  

Use	  

Technological	  
Maturity	  

5	  
All,	  Corp.	  
office	  

No	   High	   Low	   High	   None	   Low	  

  
Personal access cards identify individual occupants as they pass from one location to another 
through a controlled entry point, which authorizes entry. These technologies include magnetic 
stripes or bar codes, smart cards with a chip that has identification information, and passive radio 
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frequency ID (RFID), which is discussed later in relation to active RFID. An access card, 
generally personal, is moved in front of a card reader at a fixed access point, and information 
from the card is transferred to a system that authorizes the card. Typically one access card swipe 
represents one person although it is at times possible for people to tailgate on an access card. 
Access cards are used to control entry to a space such as a whole building or room, but tend not 
to be used for controlled egress from a space, since the primary purpose of the cards is security. 
As a result, access cards or badges supply a decent estimate of the number of people entering an 
office building or space, but since there is no record of leaving the office, they do not support an 
accurate whole building occupant count. Access card systems can be supplemented with a basic 
people counter recording the number of people exiting in order to gather an accurate people 
count. Access card data systems record a time when a card passes a card reader and therefore is 
not interval-based. Access card data can provide occupant identity information, and since 
identity is known, can be used to provide occupant preference information to preprogram 
personal office space. For example, when a person swipes their access card at the corporate 
office lobby entrance, heating in a private office on the 6th floor can begin to ramp up to a 
preprogrammed set point.  
  
Key	  Cards	  
Deployment	  Type	  

1=Found,	  
10=Purpose-‐built	  

Applicable	  
Building	  
Types	  	  

Anonymity	  
Settings	  

Precision	   Cost	   Commercial	  
Availability	  	  

Typical	  Energy	  
Management	  

Use	  

Technological	  
Maturity	  

8	   All,	  Hotels	   Sometimes	  
Medium-‐
High	  

Medium	   High	   Lighting,	  HVAC	   Medium	  

 
Key cards gather occupant data using some of the same technology as personal access cards, but 
tend not to collect personal identification information as they are mostly used in hotels with 
transient occupants. Key cards are also generally used to unlock a door, but there is no way of 
knowing, unlike a personal access card, how many people have entered the room.  In hotels, 
many rooms use key card technology to activate lighting and other room controls, thus limiting 
their use to occupied periods. When the key card is placed in the card slot, the room is occupied, 
and when the key card is removed, the room is unoccupied and systems and equipment shut off. 
Key cards are widely available and offered by companies such as WattStopper. An additional 
useful feature would be archiving data to track the amount of time a room is occupied. 
 
 
6.5 Wired network and software-based solutions 
 
These occupant data sources could be used to collect location information in relation to a laptop 
or desktop computer. They require minimal installation, but do require reliable records of 
equipment location in order to extract high spatial resolution occupant data.  
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Deployment	  Type	  
1=Found,	  

10=Purpose-‐built	  

Applicable	  
Building	  
Types	  	  

Anonymity	  
Settings	  

Precision	   Cost	   Commercial	  
Availability	  	  

Typical	  Energy	  
Management	  

Use	  

Technological	  
Maturity	  

Wired	  Network	  and	  ARP	  Data	  

1	   Office	   Sometimes	   Medium	   Low	   High	  
Ventilation	  
controls	  

Low	  

Activity	  Monitors	  

5	   Office	   Sometimes	  
Medium-‐
High	  

Low	   Low	   None	   Low	  

 Table 4: Wired network and software-based solutions 
  
 
 
 
Wired	  Network	  and	  ARP	  Data	  
Deployment	  Type	  

1=Found,	  
10=Purpose-‐built	  

Applicable	  
Building	  
Types	  	  

Anonymity	  
Settings	  

Precision	   Cost	   Commercial	  
Availability	  	  

Typical	  Energy	  
Management	  

Use	  

Technological	  
Maturity	  

1	   Office	   Sometimes	   Medium	   Low	   High	  
Ventilation	  
controls	  

Low	  

 
Wired network and ARP data describe the location and amount of time that desktop computers 
are connected to the Internet. A desktop computer, or host, is connected with an Ethernet cable to 
a computer network and assigned an IP-address in order for a network router to identify the host 
and communicate information, such as emails and data, by way of network packets to the host. 
Routers use the Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) to associate IP-addresses with the hardware 
addresses of desktop computers. An ARP table, or cache, is a list of all active hosts connected to 
a network router at any given time. The ARP table can provide a rough estimate of the number of 
occupants in a given building and general trends. Additional subnet information, available when 
a computer is assigned to a subnet based on a location, such as the 4th floor of a multistory site, 
can provide higher spatial resolution. If there is an accurate accounting of the location of each 
desktop hardware address, then room-level occupancy can be derived from ARP tables.  
 
In general practice ARP tables provide only rough estimates of when and where occupants are at 
desktop computers.  Locations are often vague since hardware addresses are not logged and 
subnets are not generally broken down neatly between floors. In addition, when a computer is 
powered on and the host is shown as active in the ARP table, we don’t know with certainty that 
an occupant is present, since, as mentioned earlier, more than 50% of occupants are leaving their 
computers powered on whether or not they are near their desks (Roberson 2004). We only know 
that a desk is likely unoccupied when a computer is powered down, and the host is removed from 
the ARP table. Programs that automatically put computers into sleep mode when they have not 
been used for a given amount of time, such as 15 minutes, could lead the ARP data to more 
accurately reflect occupied status. Several studies, such as Nordman and Meier (2009) and Kim 
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et al. (2010) propose logging IP traffic moving to and from computers to gather more detailed 
occupant presence information. Supplementing network connection times with details on 
network activity, such as sending emails or downloading files, could provide a better sense of 
when occupants are present. ARP data is further tested in the field studies section of this project.  
 
Activity	  Monitors	  
Deployment	  Type	  

1=Found,	  
10=Purpose-‐built	  

Applicable	  
Building	  
Types	  	  

Anonymity	  
Settings	  

Precision	   Cost	   Commercial	  
Availability	  	  

Typical	  Energy	  
Management	  

Use	  

Technological	  
Maturity	  

5	   Office	   Sometimes	  
Medium-‐
High	  

Low	   Low	   None	   Low	  

 
Activity monitors track occupant keyboard use and mouse clicks and can provide information 
about occupied status since if an occupant is at their desk, they are often using their computer. 
Computer operating systems provide the ability to record information on input activity, but 
additional software must be installed on a computer in order to gather keyboard and mouse click 
information. While activity monitors can record detailed computer activity, a simple activity 
monitor for energy management purposes need only track the time of a keyboard stroke or 
mouse click. A binary record, where 1 is in use and 0 is not in use, on an interval of one minute 
provide accurate enough workstation-level occupied status information for most energy 
management. The activity monitor as a proxy for occupancy was tested in a joint study between 
the LBNL and the University of South Florida (Melfi et al. 2011).  
 
6.6 Wireless network-based solutions 
 
Occupant presence data could be gathered by tracking devices such as laptops and mobile phones 
that are connected to access points (APs), typically of a wireless LAN (WLAN) 802.11 network 
(Wi-Fi network). Devices connected to access points are used as proxies for the occupants who 
use the devices. The main advantage of this approach is that wireless 802.11 networks exist 
worldwide and most buildings already have wireless infrastructure. Using Wi-Fi networks to 
gather occupant presence data also provides a seamless relationship between the gathering of 
data, the storage of data, and the application of data for real-time analysis and controls as the 
whole process takes place on the same existing wireless network.  For wireless networks, 
Dynamic Host Control Protocol (DHCP) is used to connect an IP address to each device, as 
opposed to the use of ARP on a wired network. Each wireless device has a unique MAC address, 
and when a device connects to an access point, an IP address is temporarily leased to the device. 
Wireless data DHCP logs have a record of the minute when a device connects to an access point 
and the duration it is connected. 
 
There are two major challenges of network-based systems. The first challenge is correctly tying 
devices to particular occupants in order to get accurate occupant counts. An occupant can be 
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using a phone and a laptop at the same time and one would not want to count those two devices 
as two separate occupants. The second challenge is accounting for the fact that not all occupants 
have a device that is powered on and connected to a wireless network at every given time. One 
solution to the second challenge, which will be discussed in the active badge category, is Wi-Fi 
radio frequency identification (RFID) tags.  
 
 

Deployment	  Type	  
1=Found,	  

10=Purpose-‐built	  

Applicable	  
Building	  
Types	  	  

Anonymity	  
Settings	  

Precision	   Cost	   Commercial	  
Availability	  	  

Typical	  Energy	  
Management	  

Use	  

Technological	  
Maturity	  

Wireless	  Closest	  Access	  Point	  or	  Proximity	  Sensing	  

1	   All	   Sometimes	  
Medium-‐
High	  

Low	   High	   None	   Low	  

Triangulation	  

2	   All	   Sometimes	  
Medium-‐
High	  

Medium	   Medium	   None	   Low	  

Radio	  Frequency	  (RF)	  Fingerprinting	  

4	   All	   Sometimes	   High	   Medium	   Medium	   None	   Medium	  

 Table 5: Wireless network-based solutions 
 
In research on the future proliferation of location-sensing technology, shown in the graph below, 
wireless data (blue line) is predicted to outpace more common-place motion sensors (red line) as 
well as short range technology (grey line), what I refer to as passive access cards. This graph is 
for both indoor and outdoor location tracking combined, so while cellular outpaces Wi-Fi 
overall, for indoor-only use cellular is not reliable enough to record location. 
 

 
Figure 16: Market proliferation predictions of location tracking technology. Source: (ABI Research 2010) 
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Wireless	  Closest	  Access	  Point	  or	  Proximity	  Sensing	  
Deployment	  Type	  

1=Found,	  
10=Purpose-‐built	  

Applicable	  
Building	  
Types	  	  

Anonymity	  
Settings	  

Precision	   Cost	   Commercial	  
Availability	  	  

Typical	  Energy	  
Management	  

Use	  

Technological	  
Maturity	  

1	   All	   Sometimes	  
Medium-‐
High	  

Low	   High	   None	   Low	  

 
Closest access point sensing tracks the relationship of a user’s wireless equipment and wireless 
access points. Wireless computer network access points have a limited range dependent on the 
nature of obstructions, the placement of the access point, and the type of access point device. 
Typically an access point covers a circular zone with a radius of between 35 and 150 feet 
(Cisco). When the range of adjacent access points overlap, an occupant device such as a mobile 
phone or laptop will connect to the access point with the strongest signal strength, generally the 
closest. In the closest access point method, devices are located in relation to a single access 
point. The range of the access point and the density of access points in a given building therefore 
determine the spatial resolution for locating attached devices. If there is only one access point per 
floor in a building, then spatial resolution will only be sufficient for floor-level or building-level 
energy management strategies, as occupied status and occupant count information would be at a 
spatial resolution of each floor but not each room. Basic closest access point data provides 
anonymous occupant presence data when only the MAC address of each wireless device is 
known. In order to gather occupant identity information, and as a result occupant preference 
information, the user of each MAC address must be accessible. Some wireless systems require 
users to register their devices, and thus could provide a layer of occupant identity information. If 
an energy manager has a log of the users of each device and a chart of each occupant’s office 
location, than the energy manager could infer that an occupant is located within range of their 
personal workspace and preference-related energy management can be carried out. DHCP logs 
contain spatial and temporal resolution in relation to each access point, and also provide data on 
the movement of devices (and therefore occupants) between access points, such as when 
occupants arrive at the first floor lobby of a building and when occupants arrive on the 3rd floor. 
More in depth testing and discussion of closest access point data as a proxy for occupancy is 
presented in the field study portion of this project.  
 
Triangulation	  
Deployment	  Type	  

1=Found,	  
10=Purpose-‐built	  

Applicable	  
Building	  
Types	  	  

Anonymity	  
Settings	  

Precision	   Cost	   Commercial	  
Availability	  	  

Typical	  Energy	  
Management	  

Use	  

Technological	  
Maturity	  

2	   All	   Sometimes	  
Medium-‐
High	  

Medium	   Medium	   None	   Low	  

  
Triangulation uses signal strength data from multiple access points, as opposed to a single 
access point in the closest access point method, in order to more accurately locate occupant 
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devices. When more access points are within range of a device, the spatial accuracy of 
triangulation increases. In order to locate a device, a command is issued to identify all access 
points that are receiving a signal from the occupant device. Using a location tool, a coverage 
circle is drawn around an access point with the radius of the circle in proportion to the signal 
strength. A stronger signal of -40 dbm receives a smaller circle than a signal of -70 dbm. Devices 
are located within the zone where all of the access point circles overlap. Devices can typically be 
located to within an area of 900 square feet, or approximately 9 workstations (Cisco). 
  
Radio	  Frequency	  (RF)	  Fingerprinting	  
Deployment	  Type	  

1=Found,	  
10=Purpose-‐built	  

Applicable	  
Building	  
Types	  	  

Anonymity	  
Settings	  

Precision	   Cost	   Commercial	  
Availability	  	  

Typical	  Energy	  
Management	  

Use	  

Technological	  
Maturity	  

4	   All	   Sometimes	   High	   Medium	   Medium	   None	   Medium	  

  
Radio frequency (RF) fingerprinting involves predicting the location of unique RF signals 
received by access points from wireless devices used by occupants throughout a building. 
Unique RF signals result from variations in reflection, attenuation, and multi-path caused by 
different physical characteristics of a space including objects, mirrors, and wall configurations. A 
walk-around with a device is conducted with the RF signal recorded every several meters. All of 
the different RF signals are then mapped as a grid, along with locations of each access point, as 
an overlay on each building floor plan. RF signals are then compared to the actual signals 
received by an access point from each located wireless device in order to establish each device’s 
location (LaMarca and de Lara 2008). In order to calculate and compare RF signals, additional 
hardware is added to a wireless network, such as the Cisco 2710 Series Wireless Location 
Appliance. RF fingerprinting tracks the location of Wi-Fi enabled laptops, cell phones, and other 
devices with higher spatial accuracy than the closet access point and triangulation methods. 
While spatial accuracy varies based on the density of the grid of predicted RF signals, one study 
by Cisco estimates that wireless devices can be located to within 10 meters with 90% precision 
and to within 5 meters with 50% precision (Cisco 2006). As will be discussed later in the section 
about Active RFID, RF fingerprinting can locate occupants carrying active RFID tags to within 
several centimeters (Cisco 2007). 
 
6.7 Wireless Network-based Solutions with Active Badges 
 
Active badge systems require occupants to carry a badge or tag that is communicating in real 
time with a network of sensors. The signals thus exchanged as a result identify the badge and 
send location information of the occupant back to a central server. Active badge technology 
senses occupants indirectly by way of signaling hardware inserted in cards carried by occupants, 
as opposed to sensing physical qualities of the occupants. If the tag is removed from the 
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occupant, then there is no ability to sense the occupant. Active badge and tag systems often 
contain, or are linked to, personal occupant information that can establish occupant identity. 
 
 

Deployment	  Type	  
1=Found,	  

10=Purpose-‐built	  

Applicable	  
Building	  
Types	  	  

Anonymity	  
Settings	  

Precision	   Cost	   Commercial	  
Availability	  	  

Typical	  Energy	  
Management	  

Use	  

Technological	  
Maturity	  

Infrared	  (IR)	  Active	  Badges	  

7	   All	   No	   High	   High	   Medium	   None	   Medium	  

Ultrasonic	  Active	  Badges:	  Active	  Bat	  and	  Cricket	  

7	   All	   No	   High	   High	   Medium	   None	   Medium	  

Active	  Radio	  Frequency	  Identification	  (RFID)	  

4	   All	   No	   High	   High	   Medium	   None	   Medium	  

 Table 6: Wireless Network-based solutions with active badges 
  
 
 
Infrared	  (IR)	  Active	  Badges	  
Deployment	  Type	  

1=Found,	  
10=Purpose-‐built	  

Applicable	  
Building	  
Types	  	  

Anonymity	  
Settings	  

Precision	   Cost	   Commercial	  
Availability	  	  

Typical	  Energy	  
Management	  

Use	  

Technological	  
Maturity	  

7	   All	   No	   High	   High	   Medium	   None	   Medium	  

  
The IR active badge locating system was originally developed at the Olivetti Research Center 
(Want et al. 1992), now AT&T Research, in the late 1980s in Cambridge, England. In early tests 
occupants would wear an “active badge”, a small infrared-based device that emits a tenth of a 
second long identifier every 10 to 15 seconds. A series of infrared sensors in rooms throughout 
the building received the identifiers broadcast by these badges and transmitted location 
information back to a central server. Unlike radio frequency signals, infrared signals are stopped 
by solid materials, thus the badge must be worn on the outside of clothing.  Some of the same 
researchers involved in the active badge project were, several years later, involved in a Xerox 
Park Palo Alto Project where the technology was integrated into handheld devices with a user 
interface to communicate context-related information to occupants. With a dense network of 
receivers, infrared active badges provide absolute location information, with accuracy to within a 
few meters, which therefore provides room-level spatial resolution. Active badging is generally 
more appropriate in smaller spaces where line of sight is not an issue. Temporal resolution 
typically is 10 to 15 seconds (Hightower and Borriello 2001). Infrared active badges can provide 
occupied status, count, and identity information. However to achieve this the system relies on 
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direct line of sight between the active badge sensors and active badges, and therefore requires 
numerous sensors which, in turn, leads to high installation costs. 
 
Ultrasonic	  Active	  Badges:	  Active	  Bat	  and	  Cricket	  
Deployment	  Type	  

1=Found,	  
10=Purpose-‐built	  

Applicable	  
Building	  
Types	  	  

Anonymity	  
Settings	  

Precision	   Cost	   Commercial	  
Availability	  	  

Typical	  Energy	  
Management	  

Use	  

Technological	  
Maturity	  

7	   All	   No	   High	   High	   Medium	   None	   Medium	  

 
The first ultrasound active badge system, the active bat location system, was developed, like 
IR active badging, at AT&T Research. The ultrasound active badge system achieves higher 
spatial and temporal resolution, and better precision, than the IR active badge system. An 
ultrasonic pulse is emitted from the active bat, a transmitter worn by each occupant, to receivers 
in a network of ceiling sensors and the time it takes to reach the receivers is calculated. 
Ultrasound technology, unlike IR technology, also doesn’t need direct line of sight between the 
badge and the receivers. Active bat can achieve spatial accuracy to 9cm of actual occupant 
location with 95% precision.  The high spatial resolution, combined with directionality 
information gained from the ultrasonic sound moving between the transmitter and the receiver, 
allows derivation of the direction an occupant is facing in relation to surrounding spaces and 
occupants. Active bat therefore provides information at the occupant activity level, such as 
standing in front of a window or looking at a computer monitor (Harter et al. 2002). The more 
recently developed Cricket locating system (Priyantha et al. 2001) incorporates both the receiver 
and transmitter into networked badges, reducing infrastructure installation costs while 
maintaining spatial accuracy and occupant resolution. Systems based on ultrasound technology 
are available commercially from companies such as Sonitor. 
 

          
 
Figure 17: Active bat device. Figure 18: Occupant activity information. An occupant is standing in front 
of a computer monitor. Source: (Hightower and Borriello 2001) 
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Active	  Radio	  Frequency	  Identification	  (RFID)	  
Deployment	  Type	  

1=Found,	  
10=Purpose-‐built	  

Applicable	  
Building	  
Types	  	  

Anonymity	  
Settings	  

Precision	   Cost	   Commercial	  
Availability	  	  

Typical	  Energy	  
Management	  

Use	  

Technological	  
Maturity	  

4	   All	   No	   High	   High	   Medium	   None	   Medium	  

 
Active Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) location tracking involves RFID tags attached 
to objects, people, passports, and corporate cards. Location information is gained through RFID 
readers installed throughout an indoor location. These communicate with the RFID tags using 
radio waves. RFID tags, unlike infrared-based technology, can be read through materials such as 
a jacket. RFID tags can be either 1) passive, with no battery, 2) BAP (battery assisted passive) 
where the state becomes active only when within the range of an RFID reader active, or 3) 
active, with a battery and a signal that it is continuously broadcast. Passive RFID technology can 
be used in passive personal access cards described earlier—the occupant must place the card 
(RFID tag) directly adjacent to a reader. Passive RFID has become more common in retail and 
grocery stores, replacing bar codes. Long lines at groceries might eventually be a thing of the 
past as numerous items being purchased can be scanned simultaneously with an RFID reader.  

 
Active RFID, on the other hand, can track mobile occupants without needing to come in close 
contact with the active RFID tag. Active RFID tags, typically larger than passive tags, can fit 
into a device the size of a credit card (See Figure 20). Depending on the algorithms used to 
locate the RFID tags in relation to RFID readers, active RFID can achieve a spatial resolution at 
the room to workstation level—between several feet and ten feet—providing occupied status, 
occupant count, occupant identity, and occupant activity information. One barrier to the use of 
active RFID is the cost of both the tags and readers. Ultra high frequency active RFID tags can 
cost $50 to $100 and readers with the ability to read tags at a distance of 20 feet or more 
currently cost $500 to $2000 dollars each (RFID Journal). Recent efforts by companies such as 
AeroScout and Ekahau have essentially turned existing wireless IEEE 802.11 networks and 
access points into RFID card readers, decreasing the cost for infrastructure and placing RFID 
tags in the same network as devices such as mobile phones and laptops. Spatial accuracy of 
several centimeters can be gained by using active RFID tags with chokepoints such as AeroScout 
Exciters that are tied in with a wireless network and an RF fingerprinting device such as the 
CISCO 2710 Series Wireless Location Appliance. Chokepoints are installed near the entrance to 
a room and can send an immediate alert when an RFID passes the chokepoint (Cisco 2007). 
 
Active RFID systems are becoming more common in tracking assets for warehouses, and the 
technology is also moving quickly into the health care industry to keep track of equipment, 
identify patient locations, and assess the response time of nurses and other staff to patient calls 
for assistance. While not currently typically employed for energy management, in one 
preliminary study assessing HVAC zones in relation to occupants with RFID tags, zone-level 
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occupant location was identified with a precision of 71% (Shuai Li et al. 2011). Active RFID, 
particularly when Wi-Fi based, appears to be taking over the real time location system market, 
which includes devices such at IR and ultrasound active badges. In an ABI research study 
(Morisy 2008), Wi-Fi based RFID revenues, at $14 million for 2006, were projected to reach 
$800 million by 2012.  
 

                        
Figure 19: RFID tags can be integrated into just about anything. The image on the left is a passive RFID 
chip. Source: Getty Images. Figure 20: Active RFID chips are integrated into credit card size badges on 
the right. Source: AeroScout.  
 
6.8 Other Found Data Sources and Sensor Fusion 
 
There are numerous additional data sources, particularly found sources, yet to be thoroughly 
researched. While some might prove as useful in single-source deployment—where only one 
data source is deployed to gather occupant information—others might prove most useful as 
supplementary solutions. Records of phone calls (see Appendix 1), a found data source, when 
tracked at a private office level, might prove useful when fused with PIR sensor data, increasing 
the precision and accuracy of the PIR data.  When possible, energy management strategies 
should identify useful found data sources first, and install additional purpose-built data sources 
when needed. While I have treated each of the data sources separately, there may be cases where 
fusing data from multiples sources can provide improved resolution and precision. As discussed 
earlier, commercially available sensors combining PIR, ultrasonic, and microphonic technology 
have shown to offer more flexibility than sensors based only one technology.  
  
6.9 Summary Chart of Occupant Presence Data Provided by Data Sources 
 
While perhaps not comprehensive, this review has covered a representative variety of technology 
types for collecting occupant presence data. The gathered characteristics of a wide spectrum of 
data sources and quick-reference synopsis tables help compare and contrast features of different 
data sources. For instance, consider a comparison of camera-based people counters to active 
RFID. Both occupant data sources can provide real-time, personal-level, occupant count data. 
Camera-based people counters require a greater degree of purpose-built infrastructure than active 
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RFID since for people counters, cameras must be installed in or near the entrance to every room 
to get accurate room data, while active RFID can operate on existing wireless network access 
points. The downside of active RFID is that while reliable, people must carry active RFID tags.  
 

 
 
Figure 21: Characteristics of Occupant presence data provided by occupant data sources. Filled in circles 
represent characteristics that are best provided by each data source and a high level of precision, an open 
circle is a decent fit, and a dotted circle implies that some information is provided.  
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The summary chart provided in Figure 21 above allows for easy comparison of the temporal, 
spatial, and occupant resolution characteristics provided by the occupant data sources discussed 
in this section of the thesis. This summary chart is organized based on the categories discussed in 
this section and follows a similar format to the earlier summary chart, Figure 8, describing 
occupant data characteristics needed for energy management strategies, but instead of green 
squares, characteristics are represented with circles. Occupant data sources that receive a filled in 
circle at a given spatial, temporal, or occupant resolution provide high precision occupant 
presence data, with correct measurements more than 75% of the time. An open circle represents 
medium-level precision of the occupant data gathered. A dotted circle notes that the occupant 
data source can provide low precision, somewhat useful information sufficient for energy 
management purposes. 
 
 
7. Phase Four: Field Studies Evaluating Occupant Data Sources 
 
7.1 Introduction and Approach 
 
From the occupant presence data sources described in the summary chart, Figure 21, of the 
preceding chapter, five were selected for field evaluation in order to further assess and refine the 
characteristics described in the chart. Field trials offer a means to examine systems in operation 
and the influence of factors, both anticipated and not, that shape eventual system performance. I 
conducted field studies at two offices sites in Northern California with typical configurations and 
work patterns. The two sites chosen are typical of commercial office buildings, with each 
featuring a combination of private offices, workstations, and communal open floor plan space. 
Occupant data sources were chosen both based on systems available in the buildings and based 
on the objective to compare and contrast one scenario using purpose-built data sources with a 
scenario that relies on found network-based infrastructure.  
 
The field study portion of this thesis examines the spatial, temporal, and occupant resolutions of 
the data gathered, as well as the precision at each resolution, for each data source. Data were 
gathered to assess the precision of the presence data of individual occupants. Data on groups of 
occupants were also gathered in order to assess the relationship between occupants counted 
through observation and occupant count as defined by the occupant presence data sources. I 
evaluated the qualities of the occupant presence data over a week, a day, and an hour or less. 
 
The first site is a 2000 SF zone of offices and workstations on the 6th floor of the West Tower of 
the Adobe Systems headquarters building in San Jose, California. Here I tested and installed 
three types of purpose-built data sources, designed specifically for energy management and 
building operations purposes, for one week in February 2011. The sources were passive infrared 
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motion sensors, CO2 sensors, and direct-contact temperature sensors. Ten passive infrared 
sensors were installed at three private offices and seven workstations in the Main Engineering 
Room, a communal workspace. Two direct-detection temperature sensors were installed on 
chairs, one in a private office and one at a workstation, and I installed two CO2 sensors, one in a 
private office and one in the Main Engineering Room. I then logged sensor data from February 
14 to February 21, 2011 and recorded observed occupant locations, as a ground truth, from 9am 
to 5pm on February 15.  
 
The second site is Building 90 of the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory in Berkeley, 
California. Here occupant presence was derived from found, existing network data sources 
throughout the four-story building. I gathered occupant presence data from wireless DHCP 
closest access point data and wired ARP data over two weeks in March 2011, with an emphasis 
on the 3rd and 4th floors, which contain approximately 27,000 SF of useable office space. Wired 
ARP data (see Appendix 2) were gathered from a subnet covering the 3rd and 4th floor combined, 
while wireless access point data, using the closest access point method, were gathered from the 
wireless data log (see Appendix 3) for the 4th floor only, covering approximately 10,000 SF of 
total office space. The 4th floor was chosen for analyzing wireless network data since a single 
access point serves wireless devices on the entire floor, allowing for practical comparison of 
observed occupant location and count data to the number of wireless devices connected to the 
access point at any given time.  
 
7.2 Site 1 Adobe Engineering Room - Installed, Purposed Built Data Sources 
 
Methods 
 
On February 11th, 2011 I installed ten Watt Stopper InteliTimer Pro (IT 200) passive infrared 
data loggers one at each of ten personal workspaces within 2000 SF of space at the 6th floor 
Adobe engineering department. The IT 200 has a Fresnel lens that can monitor occupancy for an 
area up to 150 square feet based on data provided by the manufacturer. Each of the IT 200 PIR 
loggers was mounted to the underside of a desk. Of the ten personal workstations where I 
installed passive infrared sensors, seven were workstations located within an shared open floor 
space of approximately 1600 SF, and three were located in private offices. I installed direct-
contact temperature sensors at two of the same personal workspaces, one in a private office and 
one at a personal workstation. Each direct-contact temperature sensor was placed on the seat of 
the workstation chair and attached to a Hobo data logger mounted to the underside of the chair. 
These temperature sensors recorded a distinct rise in temperature when a chair was occupied. I 
also installed a CO2 sensor in one of those same private offices and another CO2 sensor in the 
open floor plan space. The CO2 sensor was a Telaire 7001 handheld monitor with interval data 
collected on Hobo data loggers.  
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Figure 22a (Left): Each PIR motion detector was mounted to the bottom of each desk.  
Figure 22b (Center): Watt Stopper InteliTimer Pro (IT 200) motion detector. 
Figure 23 (Right): Telaire 7001 handheld CO2 monitor was placed in two locations. 
 

                    
     
Figure 24a: Each direct contact detection sensor is placed on the seat of a chair and covered with cloth to 
blend in with the chair. Figure 24b (Center and Right): The sensor is attached to a Hobo data logger 
mounted to the underside of the chair.  
 
The floor plan of the sixth floor Engineering Room (Figure 25) shows the locations of all of the 
sensors. Data were collected and analyzed for the week of February 14 to February 20, 2011. For 
each of the three purpose-built occupant data sources, I designed experiments to test temporal 
resolution, occupant resolution, and spatial accuracy, and well as the precision, or the percentage 
of time that the assessed resolution represented correct detection. The IT 200 PIR sensor is a 
change-of-state logger as opposed to an interval logger, meaning that it only logs at the moment 
when a space becomes unoccupied or occupied. The logger can be set to check the change in 
occupancy state at 1 minute, 5 minute, 10 minute, or 15 minutes. It will record a change of state 
instantaneously and then will wait to record the change of state again until the assigned time. I 
performed preliminary tests off-site at a small office and found that the 1- and 5-minute settings 
on the IT 200 tended to log some false positives (occupied status is recorded and no one is there) 
and a particularly large number of false negatives (unoccupied status is recorded but someone is 
there). The false negatives largely occur when an occupant is not moving enough to set off the 
sensor. As a result, the overall accuracy during the period of data logging improved when 
logging at the 10-minute setting. As will be shown later, the disadvantage of the 10-minute 
setting is a lag in recording unoccupied status since if the logger recorded status as occupied, it 
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waits 10 minutes prior to checking for a change of state. The direct contact temperature sensors, 
with interval-based logging, were set at 3-minute intervals and the CO2 sensors logged data at 5-
minutes intervals. 

 
Figure 25: Floor plan of the sixth floor Engineering Room showing sensor locations.  
 

      
 
Figure 26a (left): The open floor plan workspace with workstations.  
Figure 26b (right): A private office, referred to as Desk 1, adjacent to the open floor plan workspace. 
 
Results 
 
For the Main Engineering Room, examining the entire week of CO2 data (Figure 27a) reveals 
CO2 levels that follow changes in occupancy between daytime work hours where occupancy is 
high and nighttime hours where occupancy is low. Peaks of approximately 550 ppm occur during 
the day, dropping to 450 ppm at night. The red box on the CO2 whole week graph highlights 
Tuesday, February 15 when I manually observed and recorded the Main Engineering Room 
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occupant count from 9am to 5pm. The observed room occupant count is shown in Figure 27b in 
relation to CO2 data and to aggregated hourly PIR data from the 10 PIR sensors installed at the 
desks of occupants with access to the Main Engineering Room. The CO2 data reflect observed 
occupancy well, showing matching peaks and valleys, although the CO2 data appear to have a 
20-minute delay before registering the full impact of large changes in occupancy. For example at 
11:40 am, observed occupancy dropped from 6 people to 0 people but the CO2 ppm count didn’t 
fully register the change until 12:00 pm when ppm dropped to 450. 
 

 
Figure 27a (Upper): CO2 data for the Main Engineering Room for the week of February 14-20. 
Figure 27b (Lower) CO2 data, occupant count derived from PIR data, and observed occupant count for 
February 15. 
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Ratio 
 
Referring back to Figure 27b, the trend of the aggregated number of people recorded as present 
in the Main Engineering Room by the PIR sensors (blue circles) reasonably mirrors the observed 
occupant count. The graph in Figure 28 below shows the ratio of aggregated workstation PIR 
count to observed count for the Main Engineering Room, measured once an hour. While as 
occupant trend data the aggregated data is reasonably accurate, the PIR ratio does not remain 
close enough to one when taken at an exact moment in time. The number count measured with 
PIR loggers tends to be higher than the observed count largely as a result of false positives, 
discussed further in the subsequent section assessing precision, where the loggers still registered 
workstations as occupied for several minutes after the occupants already left. For example, at 
1pm, the PIR loggers recorded 5 workstations as occupied while the observed occupant count 
was only 1. The ratio of 5 to 1 is 5, as shown in Figure 28. But Figure 27b shows that 6 
occupants were observed only a minute earlier at 12:59pm. Had the ratio been calculated at 
12:59pm, the ratio would be 6 to 5, or 1. 2. The trend data shown in Figure 27b more clearly 
represents that relationship of PIR count to observed count than the ratio.  The relationship of 
observed count to the count logged by PIR is further explored in Figures 29 to 31. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 28: Ratio of PIR count to Observed count in the Main Engineering Room.   
 
 
Precision 
 
The following Figures 29, 30, and 31 map cases where the PIR sensors correctly and incorrectly 
logged the occupied status of the workstations. For context, no occupants were seated at 
workstations without a PIR sensor, and as a control no occupant was observed sitting at Desk 2 
where the sensors showed false positives six times. This probably resulted from people walking 
down the central aisle and setting off the sensor. At Desk 1, a private office, there were two false 
positives. Interestingly, there were no false negatives in this sample of people occupying a desk 
with the PIR status as negative, meaning that Positive Status Precision was 100%. 
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Figure 29: Correct and Incorrect PIR logs at 9AM, 10AM, and 11AM on February 15.  
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Figure 30: Correct and Incorrect PIR logs at 12PM, 1PM, and 2PM on February 15.  
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Figure 31: Correct and Incorrect PIR logs at 3PM, 4PM, and 5PM on February 15.  
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Desk	  
#	  

Desk	  Type	   Observed	  
Occupied/	  
Positive	  

PIR	  
Logged	  
Correct	  

Positive	  
Status	  

Precision	  

Observed	  
Unoccupied
/Negative	  

PIR	  
Logged	  
Correct	  	  

Negative	  
Status	  

Precision	  

Overall	  
Precision	  

1	  
Private	  

4	   4	   100%	   5	   3	   60%	   77%	  

2	  
Public	  

0	   0	   100%	   9	   3	   33%	   33%	  

3	  
Public	  

1	   1	   100%	   8	   5	   63%	   66%	  

4	  
Public	  

0	   0	   100%	   9	   6	   66%	   66%	  

5	  
Public	  

4	   4	   100%	   5	   4	   80%	   89%	  

6	  
Public	  

3	   3	   100%	   6	   5	   83%	   89%	  

7	  
Public	  

2	   2	   100%	   7	   4	   57%	   66%	  

8	  
Public	  

5	   5	   100%	   4	   4	   100%	   100%	  

9	  
Private	  

2	   2	   100%	   7	   4	   57%	   66%	  

10	  
Private	  

2	   2	   100%	   7	   4	   57%	   66%	  

Total	  Private	   8	   8	   100%	   19	   11	   58%	   70%	  

Total	  Public	   19	   19	   100%	   48	   31	   65%	   75%	  

Total	   27	   27	   100%	   67	   42	   63%	   73%	  

 
Table 7: Precision of PIR sensors. Observed occupied status for 10 locations (See Figures 29, 30, and 31) 
was checked once per hour at 9am through 5pm and compared to PIR status at the same time.  
 
The PIR derived occupant presence record has an overall precision of 73% compared to observed 
occupancy with the PIR sensors correctly recording occupied status in every case, but dropping 
to correct readings 63% of the time for unoccupied status. In terms of energy management, this 
translates to the PIR sensors working well to keep workstation equipment on when workstations 
are occupied, but during 27% of the time when workstations are unoccupied, sensors falsely 
detect presence, meaning that equipment for automated controls would be left on and energy 
would be wasted. False positives likely occur for one of two reasons—either from a passerby 
setting off the sensor, or from a lag in the sensor detecting occupied status as a result of the 10-
minute logger setting. Given that private and public workstations show a similar number of false 
positives, it can be inferred that the latter condition applies most often. Setting the change-of-
state to 10 minutes eliminates false negatives, but the rate of false positives appears to increase in 
relation to loggers that have change-of-state set at 1 or 5 minutes. While a comparison of 1, 5, 
and 10-minute settings was explored in preliminary tests, further studies to identify the ideal 
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change-of-state setting should be performed. Also, for the 10-minute setting, comparing 
occupant logger data to observed data 10 minutes after the logged data may increase precision. 
 
After examining the spatial resolution of the entire engineering room, it is insightful to look more 
closely at the occupant presence data of one individual within that space both throughout the 
week and on February 15. Figure 32a shows occupant presence data gathered from CO2, direct 
contact chair seat temperature, and a workstation PIR sensor for the week of February 14 to 20, 
2011 for the occupant sitting at Desk 1. For this week in February, all three sensors show the 
expected pattern of occupied status during work hours and little to no occupancy on nights and 
weekends.  The orange window in Figure 32a zooms in on observed data compared to CO2 data, 
chair seat temperature, and PIR data for February 15, shown in Figure 32b. All three sensors 
track reasonably well with observed occupied status, with direct contact temperature performing 
best at recording personal, workstation level occupied status. The PIR data appears to be prone to 
false positives and negatives as discussed earlier. At around 11AM there is a false positive likely 
resulting from someone outside the room walking past the opening to the private office, while at 
4:20PM there is another false positive, which appears to result from a lag in the sensor moving 
from occupied status to unoccupied status. The CO2 data also does not respond as fast as direct 
contact temperature to workstation occupancy, although it can be used to roughly estimate room 
occupant count as discussed earlier in studies by Fisk et al. (2010).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 32a: One week of purpose-built sensor data for private office 1. 
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Figure 32b: One day of purpose-built sensor data for private office 1 
 
 
 
Conclusion, Site 1 
 
The results from the field study at Adobe in San Jose, CA further illustrate and confirm earlier 
assessments of occupant presence data provided by CO2, direct contact detection, and PIR. The 
characteristics of the three tested occupant data sources are highlighted in the following Figure 
33. Direct contact temperature and PIR sensors both provide high temporal granularity and are 
both highly effective at providing binary occupied status data at the spatial accuracy of a 
workstation. Direct contact temperature can be very precise, typically providing more reliable 
workstation-level binary occupied status information than PIR data. While only one workstation 
received an overall precision of 100% with PIR, direct contact temperature data achieves close to 
100% occupant resolution precision most of the time. The graphs of CO2 data have shown that 
CO2 can provide reliable occupant trend data. Other studies such as Fisk et al. (2010) have 
shown the CO2 ppm levels are somewhat directly proportional to count. PIR and direct contact 
temperature sensor, on the other hand, cannot account for multiple people at a location, limiting 
their ability to accurately supply occupant count data. 
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Figure 33: Occupant presence data chart with the three tested occupant data sources highlighted.  
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7.3 Site 2 LBNL Building 90 - Found, Network-based Data Sources 
 
Methods 
 

  
 
Figure 34: Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Building 90. 
 
During February and March 2011, tests were conducted on found, existing sources of network 
data at Building 90 of the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory in Berkeley, CA. These tests 
examined and analyzed both Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) data and Dynamic Host Control 
Protocol (DHCP) data. ARP is used by network routers to associate both the wired Ethernet and 
wireless MAC addresses of computers and other devices with IP addresses. The wired Ethernet 
address, or wireless MAC address, is fixed to each device, or host, while the IP address is 
temporarily assigned to each device when the device connects to the network. The router can 
then pass network packets of information to a device using the link of an IP address to an 
Ethernet or MAC address. A network accessible ARP cache, or table, is generated by the router 
to keep track of which IP addresses of a subnet are linked to which Ethernet and MAC addresses 
at a given time (See Appendix 2 for an example of ARP cache data). In the case of Building 90, 
the ARP cache provides an update every two hours of the time each device connected to the 
router and the IP address associated with each devices Ethernet or MAC address.  
 

    
 
Figure 35a (left): Cisco Aironet 1200 IOS wireless access point on the 2nd Floor of Building 90. 
Figure 35b (right): Wireless devices, such as iPhones and MacBook Pros, connect to access points. 
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In wireless networks, DHCP is used instead to link the MAC addresses of each device to 
temporary local IP addresses assigned by a router for a network of wireless access points. DHCP 
data logs (see Appendix 3 for an example of the Building 90 DHCP log) can be used to track the 
devices and their locations through time and space. DHCP data are typically higher temporal 
resolution than ARP data. While ARP data are updated every two hours, DHCP data logs record 
if a wireless device is connected for as little as one minute. ARP data only records the time a 
device is connected within a two-hour window, but not when it is dropped, while DHCP data 
also logs the time the device disconnects from a given access point. With ARP data, the only 
way to track the time a device leaves the router is to check if the Ethernet or MAC address still 
shows up in the next two-hour status log. DHCP data logs list the connection time, total duration 
connected, the MAC address, temporary IP address, the access point involved, as well as 
additional information regarding signal strength of the connection (see Appendices 3, 4, 5).  
 
From the ARP cache and the DHCP data log, different types of tables can be generated to assess 
occupant presence. From raw ARP data, the total number of devices connected every two hours 
can be aggregated to track the total number of devices as an occupancy proxy since a substantial 
percentage of people power down their computers for the day when they leave work. Computers 
that go into sleep mode are also dropped from the ARP cache. Some computers and devices of 
course are not turned off, and these remain connected for 24 hours. From the DHCP data log, the 
total number of devices connected at any given time can be aggregated.  
 
In terms of spatial resolution, ARP data largely depends on IP address subnet resolution. In the 
case of Building 90, there is one subnet for the 3rd and 4th floor devices and a separate subnet for 
the 1st and 2nd floors. Additional spatial resolution could be gathered with ARP if a building kept 
a log of the locations of desktop computers. In that case, the duration of time on ARP that a 
particular Ethernet address was linked to an IP address could place an occupant’s location 
patterns at the spatial accuracy of a workstation in cases where an occupant regularly turns there 
computer off when they leave for the day. For DHCP, a given device typically connects to the 
closest access point as this is the connection with the highest signal strength. The closest access 
point then, as discussed in the previous chapter, can provide approximate occupant location 
information. The spatial accuracy of the occupant location information depends then on the 
density of access points on a given floor. In the case of Building 90, as seen in Figure 36, the 3rd 
floor has three access points, while the smaller 4th floor has one access point for the entire floor. 
The spatial accuracy of the closest access point method can place an occupant to within 10,000 
SF for the 4th floor, and since the 3rd floor is approximately 17,000 SF with three access points, 
to within approximately 5,500 SF. The 1st and 2nd floors are similar in size and number of access 
points to the 3rd floor. 
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Figure 36: Floors plans and access points. The access point number corresponds to the number of the 
rooms where the access point is located.  
 

    
Figure 37: Views of the 4th Floor of Building 90 with a mix of private offices, workstations in communal 
areas, and a conference room where AP-4133 is located. 
 
Results 
 
The graph below, Figure 38, shows the number of devices, or hosts, affiliated with ARP and 
DHCP for all of Building 90 for one week in early February 2011. This data is overlaid with 
hourly, whole building electricity use data gathered from the electricity meter.  
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Figure 38: One week of ARP, DHCP data compared to electricity use data. 
 
Notice the large number of ARP connections, with devices left on 24 hours, compared to the 
number of wireless devices connected to DHCP. Although the number of ARP devices 
connected ranges from 480 to almost 700, there are at least 480 devices connected at Building 90 
at any given time. Some of these devices are inadvertently left on, but others are not, such as 
servers being used to run programs and archive data during non-work hours.  Both DHCP and 
ARP data are well correlated to building electricity use and intuitive occupancy patterns—
periods of high occupancy during the day and low occupancy on nights and weekends. The ARP 
data appears to have a lag in reflecting the time occupants are leaving the building. This might be 
partially because of the two-hour interval for ARP table refresh and partially because certain 
systems are programmed to power down after work hours. 
 
In order to test the quality of the occupant data characteristics provided by ARP subnet data and 
DHCP closest access point data sources, as presented in the earlier chart (Figure 21), I compared 
occupancy profiles derived from ARP and DHCP data to observed occupant count and location 
data as a ground truth. Like the studies at Site 1, two types of tests were carried out. The first 
tested the ratio of the number of devices recorded in the network data to observed occupant 
count. The second, using DHCP data, tested the precision at which the location and time of a 
wireless device matches the location and time of an observed occupant.  
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Ratio 
 
Over a two-week period in March, the total number of occupants on the 4th floor of Building 90 
was counted and recorded at random times of day. In total there were 34 different counts of 
occupants. These were divided into groups by time of day as seen in the table below.  
 

Time	  of	  Day	   Number	  of	  Samples	  

8am	  to	  11am	   10	  
11am	  to	  2pm	   9	  
2pm	  to	  5pm	   11	  
5pm	  to	  8pm	   4	  

Overall	   34	  

 
Table 8: Table showing the time distribution of observed occupant counts.  
  
The DHCP data log provided time-specific data on the number of wireless devices connected to 
the 4th floor access point (AP-4133) during the same period, which allowed comparison of the 
DHCP device count to the observed number of occupants as shown in Figure 39. 
 

 
 
Figure 39: DHCP and observed counts and ratio of counts. 
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Figure 40: Ratio (light blue) and confidence interval (dark blue) for four periods of the day and overall.  
 
As seen in Figures 39 and 40, the ratio of DHCP connections to observed occupant count is 
about .40 with the confidence interval being +/- .036 (or +/- 10% range). A ratio close to 1, not 
the case here, would mean that each occupant is carrying close to one wireless device that is 
connected to AP-4133 at any given time. The data show that around 40% of occupants are 
carrying connected wireless devices. Another potential reason for the low ratio of DHCP to 
observed occupant could be that not all wireless devices are connecting to AP-4133 even though 
it is the closest access point horizontally from the device. Some wireless devices could have 
connected to an access point one floor down on the third floor as a result of strong inter-floor 
signal strength. This will be investigated further in the next analysis related to precision of a 
device connecting to a given nearby access point. As a result, the DHCP data doesn’t directly 
translate to a reliable occupant count, but since the range of fluctuation is so low, DHCP data can 
provide accurate occupant trend data, and with a conversion factor, can be translated to provide 
approximate occupant counts. For the 4th floor of Building 90, the conversion factor to get an 
occupant count is approximately 2.5 (the number of DHCP devices multiplied by 2.5 equals the 
approximate number of occupants present at any given time). Likely each particular office 
building, depending on wireless use, will have a different conversion factor, and possibly a 
conversion factor would need be recalculated for a given building on a periodic basis. While 
these conversion factors will not produce perfect translations of wireless network data to actual 
occupant count data, they could provide sufficient approximations for many energy management 
strategies such as ventilation controls.  
 
Out of the 34 observed counts taken over two weeks, nine were recorded on Tuesday, March 15. 
In Figure 41a, the ratio became more precise, with less range of fluctuation, when data points all 
occur on a single day. The scatter plot in Figure 41b shows dark blue circles representing counts 
taken on March 15 in relation to the rest of the counts over two weeks. This likely results from 
specific individuals carrying certain wireless devices on that particular day, and illustrates that a 
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noticeable portion of ratio fluctuation depends on the behavior of particular occupants on the 4th 
floor on that specific day and what devices those particular occupants carry with them.  
 

 
 
Figure 41a (upper two images): DHCP and observed counts and ratio of counts for March 15. 
Figure 41b (lower): Left - Scatter plot of all 34 random counts. Right – Scatter plot of only the counts for 
March 15, showing less fluctuation.  
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Figure 42a (upper): 3rd and 4th floor DHCP, ARP, and observed occupant count. 
Figure 42b (lower): Ratio of 3rd and 4th floor ARP data to 3rd and 4th floor observed occupant count.  
 
At five times of day on March 15 (9am, 11am, 1pm, 3pm, 5pm), occupants were manually 
counted on the third floor. This allowed a comparison of third floor ARP subnet data and third 
floor DHCP data to observed occupant count. As can be seen in Figures 42a and 42b, the ratio of 
ARP connections to occupants tracks well throughout most of the day at around 2 to 2.5 ARP 
connections per occupant. Toward the end of the day device connections do not decrease at the 
same rate as occupants.  
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On March 11th at 5pm, Figure 43 below, there was a survey of not only occupants present, but 
also the number and location of all wired and wireless devices in order to get a better sense of the 
relationship between actual devices and connected devices, as well as a general sense of the 
number of wired and wireless devices per occupant. I observed and counted 14 total wireless 
devices, 9 of which were Wi-Fi enabled phones and five of which were laptops or iPads (4 
laptops, 1 iPad). DHCP data at the observed time showed 10 connected wireless devices. This 
translates to 10 out of 14 devices, or 71% of devices that could potentially connect to AP-4133 
were actually connected. This implies that 4 devices were either connected to an access point on 
the third floor, or that several phones were not connected because of a poor quality connection, 
because they were in sleep or inactive mode or they were not programmed to connect to the 
network. The precision of wireless device connections as an indicator of occupancy is discussed 
in a subsequent section.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 43: Observed count and location of occupants, wired, and wireless devices on the 4th floor of 
Building 90 at 5PM, March 11. 
 
In the March 11th survey, 32 personal computers (laptops and desktops) were observed on the 4th 
floor of Building 90. This number is reasonably close to the number of observed occupants at 28 
and, clearly there were several occupants using more than one computer. The combined total 
number of wired and wireless devices at 5pm on March 11th was 41, or 1.464 devices per 
occupant. At the same time of day, 55 occupants were counted on the 3rd floor (the number of 
devices for the 3rd floor was not counted). I estimated the number of devices on the 3rd and 4th 

floor combined by multiplying the total observed occupants, 83 (28+55) by the devices per 
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occupant, 1.464, to get 121 active wired and wireless devices. The ARP cache at this time 
showed 270 connected wired devices and the DHCP log showed 23 wireless devices, a total of 
293 connected devices. This translates to more than half of the devices in the ARP cache are not 
actively being used by occupants but instead are printers and servers. 
 
Precision 
 
Several tests were conducted to assess the precision with which DHCP access point data can 
place the location and presence patterns of an individual occupant. In these I logged my location 
while touring Building 90 on a set path and later examined the locations of my wireless devices 
as derived from DHCP access point data. Figure 44 below shows the results of the first 
comparison on a typical workday. The dark blue lines show the actual location of the wireless 
device and the light blue shaded zones show the duration and floor of the access point each 
device was connected to.  

 
Figure 44: Occupant, wireless devices, and DHCP lease duration comparison.  
 
As can be seen in the image, the MacBook Pro laptop consistently connects to the access point 
on the correct floor. The DHCP connection of the iPhone 3g mobile phone was inconsistent with 
the location of the device. This warranted further investigation to assess whether the connection 
was inconsistent because the phone was in sleep mode or because it was not actively in use. In 
the next experiment, I created a predetermined walking path throughout Building 90. The entire 
walking path took 30 minutes to complete and involved a series of stops in different rooms for 
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set periods of time. I walked the path, carrying an iPhone 3g, the MacBook Pro, and an iPhone 
4g, and logged my location. This path was then compared to locations derived from the 
connection of the devices to access points provided by the DHCP log. I added in the iPhone 4g to 
assess if possibly some of the inconsistent network activity shown in Figure 44 resulted from 
older or faulty mobile phone technology. I carried out the localization experiment four separate 
times. During the four times I varied the state of the two mobile phones in the following manner:  
 
 1) Interaction State (two circuits of the path): Phone was removed from pocket while 
 stopping at five locations and email was checked. 
 2) Idle State (one circuit of the path): Phone stayed in pocket, but phone was not set to
 “lock” meaning that the phone screen stays lit and the phone does not sleep.  
 3) Sleep State (one circuit of the path): Phone stayed in pocket. Phone was set to sleep 
 after one minute and “locked”. 

  
Figure 45: Walkabout 2, with the iPhone 4g in “interaction” state.  
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Figure 45 illustrates the results of the 2nd walkabout for the iPhone 4g in interaction state. The 
solid line represents time when the occupant stopped at a location and was at rest, while the 
dashed line represents when the occupant was moving from one location to another. Below is a 
table of the precision for all three devices for all four times the localization experiment was 
carried out. Precision is defined in this case as the amount of time that the DHCP lease location 
matched the actual location of the occupant with the device. I checked the location of the DHCP 
lease access point in relation to the actual location at three spatial resolutions for each of the 32 
minutes of the walking path:  
 
 1) Building: % of time that the DHCP lease access point matched the status of the 
 occupant as in or out of the building. 
 2) Floor: % of time the DHCP lease access point matched the correct floor of the 
 occupant. 
 3) Closest Access Point: % of time that the DHCP lease access point matched the access 
 point nearest to the occupant. 
 

MacBook	  Pro	  Laptop	  
Precision	  

iPhone	  4g	  
Precision	  

iPhone	  3g	  
Precision	  

Walkabout	  

Bldg	   Floor	   Closest	  
AP	  

Phone	  State	  

Bldg	   Floor	   Closest	  
AP	  

Bldg	   Floor	   Closest	  
AP	  

1	   75%	   56%	   38%	   Interaction	   88%	   53%	   13%	   84%	   78%	   53%	  

2	   75%	   69%	   38%	   Interaction	   88%	   78%	   44%	   88%	   69%	   59%	  

3	   66%	   50%	   25%	   Idle	   81%	   62%	   34%	   42%	   41%	   19%	  

4	   66%	   47%	   41%	   Sleep	   75%	   63%	   38%	   41%	   38%	   6%	  

 
Table 9: Table of precision for different devices on four walkabouts.  
 
As can be seen in Table 9, the precision of the iPhone 4g did not substantially decrease between 
interaction state, idle state, and sleep state. This is an important finding since as more occupants 
carry Wi-Fi enabled mobile phones, the precision of localization does not depend on whether or 
not occupants are checking and activating their phones on a regular basis. The iPhone 3g, on the 
other hand, lost precision in idle and sleep state suggesting that in the earlier February 14th whole 
day trial that the iPhone 3g’s performance was likely not typical of most mobile phones and 
either the phone is faulty or performance resulted from 3-year old technology. The precision of 
the MacBook Pro laptop remained similar for all four trials. In all cases, there is a decrease in 
precision as spatial resolution becomes more granular from whole building, to floor, to closest 
access point. Part of the reason for the decrease in precision is a typical one to two minute lag 
between DCHP lease location and occupant location—the access point is correct but the time is 
slightly off—decreasing the precision number.  The precision number is also affected by the 
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affiliation of the device with an access point on the floor above or below the current floor of the 
occupant, if that access point offers a stronger signal than the same floor access point.   
 
Conclusion, Site 2 

 
Figure 46: Occupant presence data chart with two tested occupant data sources highlighted. 
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The results from the field study at LBNL Building 90 further illuminate the assessments of 
occupant presence data provided by ARP data and wireless DHCP data as presented earlier in the 
summary chart in Figure 21. The summary chart is shown again in the preceding Figure 46, 
which highlights ARP data and wireless closest access point data using DHCP.  The ratio of 
DHCP leases to observed occupant count on the 4th floor confirms that DHCP closest access 
point data can provide consistent occupant trend data at the whole building or floor level. Since 
the ratio of DHCP to observed count is under 1 (in the case of Building 90 it was .4), in order to 
get a reliable zone or floor occupant count, it is necessary to develop a conversion factor. In this 
case the conversion factor from DHCP leases to occupant count was found to be 2.5. A 
conversion factor could well vary by building type, specific zones of a building, or specific time 
of day. The precision studies indicate that closest access data are less reliable at the zone spatial 
resolution (closest access point) than originally thought but more accurate at whole building and 
floor-level spatial resolutions. This suggests that whole building and floor-level conversion 
factors would have less fluctuation than zone-level conversion factors. Temporal granularity in 
ARP data is coarser than originally thought at 2 hours and spatial accuracy is directly dependent 
on the resolution of the subnet. In the case of Building 90, subnet resolution was limited to the 
3rd and 4th floor combined and the 1st and 2nd floor combined.  
 
7.4 Discussion of Purpose-Built and Found, Network-based Occupant Data Sources 
 
Found data sources offer the potential of lower cost compared to purpose-built data sources. 
Network-based found data sources also offer the distinct advantage of more easily tracking the 
presence patterns of a particular occupant throughout the building since the devices of an 
occupant can be tied to a particular MAC or Ethernet address. In these experiments, except those 
involving self-logged data, network data remained anonymous. Tying network data to particular 
individuals can provide additional occupant identity information that allows for services to be 
delivered both based on recurring occupant patterns and on occupant preferences.  
 
Installed, purpose-built occupant data sources are particularly reliable when occupant 
information is only needed for a particular workstation. On March 17, in the following Figure 47, 
I self-logged my location in relation to occupant presence data provided by direct-contact 
temperature sensors, workstation-level PIR motion detectors, and DHCP leases of an iPhone 3g 
and MacBook Pro Laptop. An iPhone 4g would have been more reliable than the 3g but was not 
available for this trial. As can be seen in the graph, the direct-contact temperature sensors 
provide the best quality workstation-level occupied status information, but the DHCP leases 
provide additional information about building-wide occupant presence patterns that can not be 
provided by the purpose-built data sources installed at fixed locations.   
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Figure 47: Comparison of the performance of found, network-based data sources (upper) and  
purpose-built data sources (lower).  
 
In this chapter, I have gathered and analyzed occupant presence data for five of the occupant data 
sources explored in phase three. This phase has served to verify and refine the characteristics of 
several data sources as shown in the Figure 21 summary chart. The remainder of the data sources 
in the phase three summary chart that were not further analyzed in field studies, particularly 
those with less past research related to energy management, could be further tested to confirm 
characteristics in future research studies. 
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8.  Phase Five: Assessing Compatibility between Data Sources and Energy Management 
 
8.1 Introduction and Approach 
 
Phases one through four provided the structure for carrying out the fifth and final phase. Using 
the characteristics of occupant presence data from phase one, the review of relevant energy 
management strategies in phase two, the survey of occupant data sources in phase three, and the 
in-depth investigation of several data sources in the phase four field studies to further test the 
phase three summary chart, in phase five I developed a framework for energy managers and 
other decision makers to assess the compatibility of particular occupant presence data sources 
with particular energy management strategies.  
 
Earlier chapters in this thesis introduced two comparison summary charts describing the 
temporal granularity, occupant resolution, and spatial accuracy of occupant presence data. In 
phase two, the summary chart (Figure 8) described the characteristics of occupant presence data 
desired for energy management strategies. In phase three, the second summary chart (Figure 21) 
described characteristics of occupant presence data provided by various data sources. Both charts 
are based on qualitative analysis grounded in established research, current technology 
developments, discussions with experts in the field, and common knowledge about energy 
management. These two charts are based on the same visual format and can be used together to 
link occupant data sources to energy management strategies as will be described in this chapter.  
 
The intent of the framework for assessing compatibility between occupant data sources and 
energy management strategies is not to serve as a final tool for assessing all occupant data 
sources and energy management strategies. Its purpose is instead to establish a framework for 
making appropriate decisions about integrating occupant data into energy management. This 
framework can also serve as a foundation for future research link occupant presence data with 
energy management strategies. The framework must remain flexible enough to leave room for 
interpretation by each energy manager as each commercial building has its own set of 
circumstances, including scale, hours of operation, and energy management budget, that might 
lead one to prefer one occupant data source over another. 
 
8.2 Framework for Assessing Compatibility 
 
There are two typical cases where energy managers of commercial buildings would need to 
consider the compatibility of occupant data sources with energy management strategies. The first 
case is where an energy manager has a particular energy management strategy in mind and she 
would like to compare the occupant presence characteristics provided by a whole spectrum of 
data sources against the characteristics required by a particular energy management strategy in 
order to identify which occupant data source to utilize. In the second case, the energy manager 
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has an existing, found, occupant data source available. He would like to identify the energy 
management strategies that can be most improved by integrating occupant presence data from 
that particular data source.  
 
Taken together the two summary charts from phases two and three (figure 8 and figure 21) 
suggest a method of assessing the compatibility of particular data sources with particular energy 
management strategies, in order to meet the needs of energy managers in both of the above cases. 
By overlaying the two charts, the degree of fit can be assessed between the circles of the 
occupant data source chart, and the squares of the energy management chart (Figures 48 and 49). 
Compatibility assessments can be made in two ways:    
 

Type 1 Assessment (Figure 48): Overlaying the green squares of a particular energy 
 management strategy (one line taken from the desired characteristics chart (Figure 8) on 
 top of the circles of the occupant data sources (Figure 21). 

Type 2 Assessment (Figure 49): Overlaying the circles of a particular data source (one 
 line taken from Figure 21) on top of all of the green squares of the desired characteristics 
 chart (Figure 8).  

 
Figure 48: Compatibility Assessment Type 1 (Left) Overlaying the green squares of a particular energy 
management strategy on top of the circles of the occupant data sources.  
Figure 49: Compatibility Assessment Type 2 (Right) Overlaying the circles of a particular data source on 
top of all of the green squares of the energy management strategies. 
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The above diagrams, Figures 48 and 49, describe the process of how the compatibility 
assessment charts are created, overlaying the green squares on the chart of circles (Figure 48, 
left) and the circles on top of green squares (Figure 49, right). As an example scenario, the green 
squares of ventilation controls are an overlay on top of the circles of all of the different occupant 
data sources (Figure 48, left) and the circles of camera-based people counters are an overlay on 
all of the different energy management strategies (Figure 49, right).  
 
Figures 51 and 52 below show the resulting compatibility assessment charts from overlaying the 
green squares and black circles as shown in figures 48 and 49. Figure 51 shows the Type 1 
compatibility assessment between ventilation controls and all of the options for occupant data 
sources. Figure 52 shows the type 2 compatibility assessment between camera-based people 
counters and the options for energy management strategies. The overall degree of fit between an 
energy management strategy and an occupant data source is noted at the right of the chart under 
the big arrow. Matches where a filled in circle fits into a dark or medium green square for all 
three types of resolution (temporal, spatial, and occupant) receive a filled in green circle in the 
degree of fit column since they are overall highly compatible. A black open circle on a dark 
green square or a filled in black circle on a medium green square are also reasonably good 
matches, and receive an open green circle. A black dotted circle on a light green square is a more 
tenuous, but a less than ideal fit, and receives a dotted green circle under the “degree of fit” 
arrow.  
 
 
 
 
  
 
Figure 50: Legend of “degree of fit” for compatibility assessment charts. 
 
It is worth noting that filled in circles falling outside of green squares do not signify a poor match 
since there is nothing wrong with providing additional information that may not be a requirement 
of a particular energy management strategy. For instance, in Figure 51 below, active RFID 
provides good occupant count data, which is needed for ventilation controls and therefore is a 
good match, and also provides good identity information, which is not needed for zone and 
room-level ventilation controls. 
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Figure 51: Example of Compatibility Assessment Type 1. The green squares of ventilation controls are an 
overlay on the circles of the occupant presence data sources, producing compatibility circles in the right-
hand column.  
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Figure 52: Example of Compatibility Assessment Type 2. The circles of camera-based people counters 
data characteristics are an overlay on the green squares of qualities of energy management strategies, 
producing compatibility circles in the right-hand column.  
 
Any of the fifteen or so different energy management strategies can be an overlay on the 
occupant data sources (type 1 assessment) and any of the twenty or so data sources can be an 
overlay on the energy management strategies (type 2 assessment). In the example charts above, 
using both charts one can assess camera-based people counters in relation to ventilation controls. 
In Figure 51 looking at the row of camera-based people counters, overlaid with the 
characteristics of ventilation controls, the user can assess that closest access point data and 
ventilation controls are very compatible, and as a result, in the right hand compatibility column 
they receive a green filled in circle. The user can also look at the row of ventilation (zone, room, 
whole building) in Figure 52, and reach the same conclusion—a filled in green circle is also 
shown in the right hand column here.  
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As an example, the two assessment charts above (Figures 51 and 52) might be used by an energy 
manager of a commercial building for two different purposes: 
 

Type 1 assessment purpose:  An energy manager at a commercial building would like to 
carry out occupant-based ventilation controls on a room-by-room basis and is exploring 
potential occupant presence data sources. The energy manager might conclude that 
camera-based and thermal imaging people counters, as well as RF fingerprinting and 
active RFID tagging seem like the best fits.  CO2 sensors, basic people counters, closest 
access point data, triangulation, and IR and ultrasound active badging might also have 
merit. The energy manager also considers deployment-related advantages and limitations 
of each data source. With cost being a major barrier, and with an aversion to new 
installation, the energy manager decides to research closest access point data for 
ventilation controls in more detail.  

 
Type 2 assessment purpose: The energy manager wants to explore all the benefits of 
camera-based people counting since they recently received funding to test new software 
for the building’s existing security cameras. The energy manager discovers that camera-
based people counters can successfully be used to assess overall building performance, 
that people counters could improve the building ventilation controls, and that it would be 
worth considering inputting people counter data into simulations of the building’s future 
energy consumption since a large retrofit is planned for the coming year.  

 
8.3 Applying the Framework to Field Study Scenarios 
 
The field studies carried out in phase four of this thesis demonstrated the temporal, occupant, and 
spatial resolutions of several of the occupant data sources introduced in phase three. At site one, 
purpose-built data sources were installed at the scale of workstations and private and communal 
offices including CO2 sensors, PIR motion detectors, and direct contact temperature sensors. At 
site two, found, network-based occupant data sources were examined including ARP data and 
DHCP closest access point data from the scale of a whole building to the scale of a single zone. 
The scale of deployment, as well as the characteristics of the occupant data inherent to each data 
source, define the energy management strategies that are most compatible with each data source. 
Building upon the data gathered during the field studies, I can then apply a Type 2 compatibility 
assessment in order to identify the energy management strategies that are a best fit for each of 
the tested occupant data sources. Figure 53 provides an overlay of the occupant presence data 
characteristics of PIR motion detectors (workstation-level) with energy management strategies. 
As can be seen under the “best fit” arrow, personal-level lighting, plug loads, heating, and 
cooling, as well as personal energy efficiency tracking, are reasonably well served by 
workstation level PIR motion detectors. For personal lighting, as presented in the field study, 
PIR detectors have few false negatives and therefore, if task lights are automated, can typically 
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ensure that lights will be on when an occupant is present. The field study showed, however, that 
there are some false positives, both from a delay in recording that an occupant has already left a 
location and because other occupants in the vicinity may inadvertently set off the sensor. As a 
result lights will not always remain off when a workstation is unoccupied, resulting in some 
energy wasted. One potential solution to this problem is to only use the PIR sensor to turn lights 
off and allow occupants to always turn lights on.  
 

 
Figure 53: Compatibility Assessment Type 2. The circles of Passive Infrared Detection (Workstation-
level) data characteristics are an overlay on the green squares of required data for energy management 
strategies, producing compatibility circles in the right-hand column. 
 
In Figure 54, below, the chart demonstrates that direct-contact temperature detection is more 
appropriate than PIR workstation sensors for personal energy efficiency tracking and personal 
heating and cooling, and as effective for plug loads and personal lighting. In the Site 1 field 
study, comparative graphs between PIR sensors and direct contact sensors indicated that direct 
contact sensors have no false positives or negatives when the occupant remained seated. 
Although direct contact temperature sensors are more precise than PIR sensors, there are two 
disadvantages in relation to PIR sensors. First, sensing body heat when an occupant sits down 
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tends to have a slight time lag while PIR sensors can record an instantaneous change of state. 
Personal lighting with automated on settings would then be slightly less effective with direct 
contact temperature sensors—although generally occupants should manually turn lights on and 
automated controls would be responsible for only turning lights off when occupants leave. 
Second, direct contact sensors only perform well when an occupant remains seated, while PIR 
can keep systems on even when occupants are not seated. Personal systems such as lighting 
might be best served then by a combination of PIR and direct-contact sensing in order to take 
advantage of the strength of both data sources.  
 

 
Figure 54: Compatibility Assessment Type 2. The circles of Direct Contact Temperature Detection 
(Workstation-level) data characteristics are an overlay on the green squares of required data for energy 
management strategies, producing compatibility circles in the right-hand column. 
 
As shown in Figures 53 and 54, energy management strategies that rely on gathering occupant 
data at a low spatial resolution such as at the whole building scale, might not be as effective 
when employing systems such as PIR and direct contact temperature detection that are installed 
are high spatial resolution. Low spatial resolution occupant trend and count data for energy 
management strategies such as load shape compared to occupancy or model-predictive controls 
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can be more easily and reliably gathered from network-based occupant data sources. Field tests 
at Building 90 established that both ARP and DHCP data provided reliable occupant trend data 
at the whole building scale. In Figure 55, I overlaid the characteristics of ARP data on the 
characteristics of data needed for energy management strategies. The chart suggests that the 
temporal, spatial, and occupant resolution of occupant data gathered from ARP lists is reliable 
enough for effective building performance analysis plotting load shape against occupancy. The 
low spatial resolution of ARP data when subnet resolution is low, as was the case in Building 90, 
may not be sufficient enough for zone level heating and cooling or ventilation. However, if the 
location of particular desktop computers is known, then each Ethernet address can potentially be 
tracked to identify patterns of occupant presence that can be analyzed to successfully deploy 
zone and room level heating, cooling and ventilation controls. The temporal resolution of ARP 
data is insufficient for deploying successful lighting controls, as Figure 55 makes clear. 
 

 
Figure 55: Compatibility Assessment Type 2. The circles of Wired Network and ARP data characteristics 
are an overlay on the green squares of desired data for energy management strategies, producing 
compatibility circles in the right-hand column. 
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Figure 56: Compatibility Assessment Type 2. The circles of Closest Access Point data characteristics are 
an overlay on the green squares of desired data for energy management strategies, producing 
compatibility circles in the right-hand column. 
 
From the field study results, DHCP closest access point data provided higher precision occupant 
trend data than that of ARP data. Closest access point data also typically provides higher spatial 
resolution data than ARP data. The ability also to consistently track occupant movement from 
one location to another, as was shown in the Building 90 walkabout localization experiments, 
offers the opportunity to create occupant presence pattern profiles that can be particularly 
advantageous in energy modeling and model-predictive controls. When the location patterns of 
particular occupants are known, closest access point data has the potential to be particularly 
effective in individual preference-based automated controls. As was indicated in the Building 90 
field studies, and as Figure 56 makes clear, the precision of closest access point data at the 
spatial resolution of a zone is adequate, but not ideal for zone-level heating, cooling, and 
ventilation.  
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9. Conclusion 
 
The primary objective of this thesis has been to establish a framework for assessing sources of 
occupant presence data in relation to energy management strategies. This framework can help 
energy managers and other decision makers better integrate occupant presence data into energy 
management in order to decrease energy consumption in commercial buildings through both 
behavior change and improved system controls. In order to develop a framework for assessing 
the compatibility of occupant presence data sources and energy management strategies, I carried 
out five distinct phases of inquiry, with each phase building on the conclusions of the preceding 
phases.  
 

In phase one, the characteristics of occupant presence data were defined in terms relevant 
for energy management. New terminology was established, dividing occupant data 
characteristics into temporal granularity, occupant resolution, and spatial accuracy. This 
terminology could, in the future, help building managers more easily identify appropriate 
sources of occupant data for energy management.  

 
In phase two, around fifteen energy management strategies were identified that could 
benefit from the integration of occupant presence data. These energy management 
strategies were grouped into three categories: 1) Assessing energy performance 2) 
Optimizing automated controls 3) Energy Simulation. The characteristics of occupant 
presence data needed to effectively carry out each energy management strategy were 
described and then compared in a summary chart. While each energy management 
strategy has specific occupant data requirements, methods for assessing energy 
performance were found to require low temporal granularity and low spatial granularity, 
while controls and simulation strategies tend to require occupant data with higher 
temporal granularity, occupant resolution, and spatial resolution.  
  
In phase three, around twenty sources of occupant presence data were identified and 
described in terms of the occupant data characteristics they provide. These occupant data 
sources were grouped into six categories: 1) Basic proxies 2) Direct presence detection 
3) Passive access cards and badges 4) Wired network-based solutions and software  
5) Wireless network-based solutions 6) Network-based with active badges. Each data 
source was further described in terms of the degree of infrastructure required and whether 
they were largely purpose-built or found, as well as their relative cost, market 
proliferation, technological maturity, and precision at meeting desired resolution levels. 
At the end of this phase I introduced a summary chart comparing and contrasting the 
characteristics of each data source. Occupant data sources including direct contact 
temperature sensors and ultrasonic detection were found to offer the most reliable 
occupied status data. Occupant data sources including camera-based people counters, 
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thermal imaging people counters, and floor pressure sensors were found to provide the 
highest resolution occupant count data. Network-based data was found to offer 
reasonably high-level spatial, temporal, and occupant resolution data while requiring 
minimal additional infrastructure beyond already existing wireless networks. Active 
RFID when combined with a wireless network, might offer the greatest potential for 
capturing high-resolution occupant presence data, but proliferation is still hindered by 
high cost.  

 
In phase four, several of the occupant data sources introduced in phase three were further 
evaluated and tested in field studies at two sites. At one site I tested and installed 
occupant data sources including passive infrared sensors at workstations and direct 
contact temperature sensors embedded in chairs, as well as room-level CO2 sensors. 
Passive infrared sensors at site one were found to correctly detect occupancy 73% of the 
time. All detection errors resulted from false positives, likely caused by either a delay in 
recording unoccupied status or by inadvertently capturing movements of nearby 
occupants. Direct contact temperature sensors offered more precise occupied status data 
overall, but were found to have a slight delay when first identifying occupied status. At 
the second site, I tested found, existing and network-based occupant presence data 
sources including ARP data and DHCP closest access point data. Findings include 
measurements of the precision of DCHP data—in a localization experiment, the 
percentage of time that the access point of the DHCP lease matched the location of an 
occupant carrying an iPhone 4g was recorded at three spatial resolutions. The location of 
an occupant with an iPhone 4g was correctly identified around 80% of the time at whole 
building spatial resolution, 70% of the time at floor-level resolution, and around 40% of 
the time at zone-level (closest access point) resolution. In an assessment of the ratio of 
DHCP leases to observed occupant count for one floor in a building, the ratio was found 
to be fairly stable at around .4 DHCP leases to the number of occupants. This stable ratio 
could allow for a reliable conversion factor from DHCP lease data to occupant count 
data. Results from the field tests of phase four further refined the phase three summary 
chart of characteristics provided by occupant data sources.  

 
In the fifth phase, I established a framework for assessing the compatibility between 
particular occupant presence data sources and energy management strategies, using the 
same visual format as the summary charts from phases two and three. I then 
demonstrated the framework by applying it to the field study scenarios. There has been a 
lack of past research studies that have discussed a spectrum of occupant data sources 
within the context of energy management. This thesis has filled this gap in past research 
by surveying and classifying potential occupant presence data sources and linking them 
to particular energy management strategies.  
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The framework established in this thesis offers a tool for assessing the compatibility between 
energy management strategies and data sources, where each specific data source can be assessed 
in relation to all energy management strategies, and the requirements of each particular energy 
management strategy can be compared to all data sources. The framework allows for the reality 
that each commercial building is unique, and therefore does not attempt to present one solution 
for each compatibility assessment but instead seeks to provide a reference for energy managers 
and researchers to evaluate occupant data sources as they become more technologically 
sophisticated and more easily integrated into energy management. While the methods of 
collecting occupant presence data will change with new technological developments, the 
framework established in this thesis can serve as a foundation for further evaluation of occupant 
presence data sources for use in energy management. 
 
Future Work 
 
In this thesis, workstation-level PIR, direct contact temperature detection, CO2 sensors, as well 
as ARP and DCHP network data were tested to refine the characteristics of those occupant data 
sources as shown in Figure 21. These particular data sources were chosen to compare and 
contrast found and purpose-built data sources. Future research could involve further testing and 
field studies of each of the twenty or so occupant data sources introduced in order to confirm and 
refine the resolution levels developed in Figure 21. Wireless network-based and active badging 
technologies in particular are still in early phases of development and need further analysis. For 
example, DHCP closest access point data has been tested here for one location. Further locations 
could be tested to assess the extent to which the ratio between DHCP leases and observed 
occupant count varies based on time of day, location, and other factors. This thesis touched on 
data processing and archiving, but focused on the gathering of occupant presence data and the 
precision and quality of that data gathered. Future research could concentrate more on processing 
and integrating occupant present data directly into continuous automated controls. For wireless 
DHCP data, for example, while this thesis has discussed in detail the precision of closest access 
point data and the process of developing a conversion factor between DHCP wireless network 
data and actual occupant count for use in energy management, one next step will be to then 
develop an approach to directly input the DHCP log data for use in setting ventilation rates in 
real-time. Methods for processing and integrating gathered occupant presence data into controls 
systems could be further explored for each of the data sources discussed in this thesis.  
 
Beyond further testing particular occupant presence data sources, the process of assessing 
compatibility between occupant data sources and energy management strategies could be further 
automated by developing an algorithm that correlates all fifteen or so energy management 
strategies with all twenty or so data sources. Appendix 10 is a preliminary first pass at 
developing all correlations between occupant data sources and energy management strategies – 
this effort could be expanded upon in a more systematic manner. This potential algorithm, and 
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corresponding database, could be supplemented by a user-friendly web interface that allows a 
user to enter any data source or energy management strategy and receive recommendations of 
more matches based on compatibility. For instance, a user might ask, “What data sources would 
provide the characteristics needed for improving cooling controls?” The web-based interface 
would then deliver a list of appropriate data sources and describe their advantages and 
disadvantages. In order to correctly develop and revise the database, there could be an 
organization of experts in the field that would consistently update the qualities of each data 
source and how they compare to energy management strategies. This organization could also 
potentially collect case studies of the successful application of occupant presence data sources, 
so that the database is not only grounded in literature and expertise, but also in real world 
scenarios. These case studies could also be easily accessible to the public for further proliferation 
of the integration of occupant data into energy management.  
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11. Appendices 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix 1: Another example of a found source of occupant presence data at LBNL Building 90. 
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Appendix 2: (Left) Building 90 ARP cache of individual MAC and Ethernet address with the connection 
time. (Right) Building 90 Ethernet and MAC addresses are gathered into a file updated every two hours 
with aggregated numbers of ARP connections – from left to right - for office trailers, the first and second 
floor combined, and the third and fourth floor combined. 
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Appendix 3: Building 90 DHCP whole building data log showing screen of each most recently connected 
MAC address. 
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Appendix 4: MAC Addresses associated with an access point on the third floor of Building 90 (AP- 3122) 
at 3:22PM on 8/18/2011. 
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Appendix 5: Building 90 Log of DHCP lease for an individual Mac address from 3/11/2011 to 3/17/2011. 
The blue column on the left shows access points that the device connected to. 
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Appendix 6: Building 90 Walkabout 1 and DHCP localization experiment. Phones are in interaction state 
where email is checked at all five stops on the walk. 

Walkabout 1, 3/10 - phones interaction
Min Location Time MacBook Pro iPhone 4 iPhone 3g

1 arrive parking lot 1:48 90j-100 90j-100 90j-100
2 arrive building-main entrance, elevator 1:49 90f-108 90j-100 90j-100
3 exit elevator, arrive 3rd floor 1:50 90f-108 90j-100 90j-100
4 arrive 3rd floor communal workspace 1:51 90f-108 90j-100 90j-100
5 3rd floor communal workspace 90f-108 90-3057 90j-100
6 3rd floor communal workspace 90-3122 90-3057 90-3122
7 3rd floor communal workspace 90-3122 90-3057 90-3122
8 3rd floor communal workspace 90-3122 90-3057 90-3122
9 leave 3rd floor communal flexspace 1:56 90-3122 90-3057 90-3122

10 leave 3rd floor, down stairs 1:57
11 arrive 2nd floor 1:58 90-2067 90-2067 90-2067
12 arrive private office rm 2063f 1:59 90-3026 90-3057 90-2067
13 private office rm 2063f 90-3026 90-3057 90-2067
14 private office rm 2063f 90-3026 90-3057 90-2067
15 private office rm 2063f 90-3026 90-3057 90-2067
16 private office rm 2063f 90-3026 90-3057 90-2067
17 private office rm 2063f 90-2067
18 private office rm 2063f 90-2067
19 private office rm 2063f 90-2067
20 private office rm 2063f 90-2067 90-2067
21 private office rm 2063f 90-2067 90-2067 90-2067
22 leave private office rm 2063f 2:09 90-2001 90-2001 90-2001
23 arrive 2nd floor bathrom 2:10 90-2001 90-2001 90-2001
24 leave 2nd floor bathroom, leave 2nd floor down stairs 2:11 90-2001 90-2001 90-2001
25 leave building side entrance 2:12 90-2070 90-2001 90-2001
26 90-2070 90-2070
27 arrive parking lot 2:14 90f-108 90k-198 90f-108
28 90f-108 90f-108
29 90f-108 90f-108
30
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Appendix 7: Building 90 Walkabout 2 and DHCP localization experiment. Phones are in interaction state 
where email is checked at all five stops on the walk. 
 

Walkabout 2, 3/10 - phones interaction
Min Location Time MacBook Pro iPhone 4 iPhone 3g

1 arrive parking lot 2:51
2 arrive building-main entrance, elevator 2:52
3 exit elevator, arrive 3rd floor 2:53 90j-100 90j-100 90j-100
4 arrive 3rd floor communal workspace 2:54 90-1029 90-3026 90j-100
5 3rd floor communal workspace 90f-108 90-3026 90j-100
6 3rd floor communal workspace 90f-108 90-3026 90j-100
7 3rd floor communal workspace 90f-108 90-3026 90j-100
8 3rd floor communal workspace 90-3122 90-3122 90-3122
9 leave 3rd floor communal flexspace 2:59 90-3122 90-3122 90-3122

10 leave 3rd floor, down stairs 3:00 90-3122 90-3122 90-3122
11 arrive 2nd floor 3:01 90-3122 90-3122 90-3122
12 arrive private office rm 2063f 3:02
13 private office rm 2063f 90-2067 90-2067 90-2067
14 private office rm 2063f 90-2067 90-2067 90-2067
15 private office rm 2063f 90-2067 90-2067 90-2067
16 private office rm 2063f 90-2067 90-2067 90-2067
17 private office rm 2063f 90-2067 90-2067 90-2067
18 private office rm 2063f 90-2067 90-2067 90-2067
19 private office rm 2063f 90-2067 90-2067 90-2067
20 private office rm 2063f 90-2067 90-2067 90-2067
21 private office rm 2063f 90-2067 90-2067 90-2067
22 leave private office rm 2063f 3:12 90-2067 90-2067 90-2067
23 arrive 2nd floor bathrom 3:13 90-2070 90-2070 90-2070
24 leave 2nd floor bathroom, leave 2nd floor down stairs 3:14 90-2070
25 leave building side entrance 3:15 90f-108
26 90-1099 90f-108
27 arrive parking lot 3:17 90-1099 90f-108
28 90j-100
29 90j-100
30 90j-100
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Appendix 8: Building 90 Walkabout 2 and DHCP localization experiment. Phones are in idle state where 
phone stay in occupant’s pocket but the phone does not move to sleep mode. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Walkabout 3, 3/11 - phones idle
Min Location Time MacBook Pro iPhone 4 iPhone 3g

1 arrive parking lot 2:18 90j-100 90h-103 90j-100
2 arrive building-main entrance, elevator 2:19 90k-198 90j-100
3 exit elevator, arrive 3rd floor 2:20 90f-108 90-3122 90j-100
4 arrive 3rd floor communal workspace 2:21 90f-108 90-3122 90j-100
5 3rd floor communal workspace 90f-108 90-3122 90j-100
6 3rd floor communal workspace 90f-108 90-3122
7 3rd floor communal workspace 90f-108 90-3122
8 3rd floor communal workspace 90-3122 90-3122
9 leave 3rd floor communal flexspace 2:26 90-3122 90-3122

10 leave 3rd floor, down stairs 2:27 90-3122 90-3122
11 arrive 2nd floor 2:28 90-2067 90-2067 90-2067
12 arrive private office rm 2063f 2:29 90-3057 90-3057 90-2067
13 private office rm 2063f 90-3057 90-3057 90-2067
14 private office rm 2063f 90-3057 90-3057 90-2067
15 private office rm 2063f 90-3057 90-3057 90-2067
16 private office rm 2063f 90-3057 90-3057
17 private office rm 2063f
18 private office rm 2063f
19 private office rm 2063f
20 private office rm 2063f
21 private office rm 2063f 90-2067 90-2067
22 leave private office rm 2063f 2:39
23 arrive 2nd floor bathrom 2:40 90-2001 90-2001
24 leave 2nd floor bathroom, leave 2nd floor down stairs 2:41 90-2001 90-2001
25 leave building side entrance 2:42 90-1099 90-2001
26 90h-103 90h-103
27 arrive parking lot 2:44
28
29
30
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Appendix 9: Building 90 Walkabout 2 and DHCP localization experiment. Phones are in sleep mode 
where the phone locks and the screen goes dark after one minute. 
 
 
 

Walkabout 4, 3/11 - phones sleep
Min Location Time MacBook Pro iPhone 4 iPhone 3g

1 arrive parking lot 3:43 90j-100 90j-100
2 arrive building-main entrance, elevator 3:44 90k-198
3 exit elevator, arrive 3rd floor 3:45 90f-108 90f-108
4 arrive 3rd floor communal workspace 3:46 90f-108 90f-108
5 3rd floor communal workspace 90f-108 90f-108
6 3rd floor communal workspace 90f-108 90f-108
7 3rd floor communal workspace 90f-108 90f-108
8 3rd floor communal workspace
9 leave 3rd floor communal flexspace 3:51 90-3122 90-3122

10 leave 3rd floor, down stairs 3:52 90-3122 90-3122
11 arrive 2nd floor 3:53 90-2067 90-3122
12 arrive private office rm 2063f 3:54 90-3026 90-3026
13 private office rm 2063f 90-3026 90-3026
14 private office rm 2063f 90-3026 90-3026
15 private office rm 2063f 90-3026
16 private office rm 2063f 90-3026 90-2067
17 private office rm 2063f 90-2067
18 private office rm 2063f 90-2067
19 private office rm 2063f 90-2067
20 private office rm 2063f 90-2067
21 private office rm 2063f 90-2067 90-2067 90-2067
22 leave private office rm 2063f 4:04 90-2067 90-2067 90-2067
23 arrive 2nd floor bathrom 4:05 90-2001 90-2001 90-2067
24 leave 2nd floor bathroom, leave 2nd floor down stairs 4:06 90-2001 90-2001 90-2067
25 leave building side entrance 4:07 90-2001 90-1099 90-2067
26 90j-100 90j-100
27 arrive parking lot 4:09 90j-100
28 90j-100
29 90j-100
30 90j-100
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Appendix 10: Preliminary chart describing the degree of fit between each energy management strategy 
and each occupant data source. Each circle represents “degree of fit” as described in phase five, section 
8.2. Note that “degree of fit” results from Figures 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, and 56 are included here.  
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